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Management of the communications among a set of concurrent processes arises in 
many applications and is a central concern in parallel and distributed computing. In this 
report, we introduce MANIFow: a coordination language for managing complex intercon-
nections among sets of independent, concurrent, cooperating processes. The MAN!t'o1.o 
system is suitable for massively parallel environments. Both the conceptual model of 
MANIFOLD and the specification of the MANIFOLD language are presented here. 
The conceptual model behind MANIFOLD is based on the principle of separating func-
tionality from communication. This model immediately leads to a very simple, but non-
conventional model of computation. Contrary to most other models, computation in MAN-
lfOLD is built out of communications. As such it advocates a view point reminiscent of the 
connectionist view: that all (conventional) computation can be expressed as interactions. 
The primary concern in the MANIFOLD language is not with what functionality the 
individual processes in a parallel system provide. Instead, the emphasis is on how these 
processes are inter-connected and how their interaction patterns change during the execu-
tion life of the system. 
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Specification and management of the communications among a set of concurrent processes is at the 
core of many problems of interest to a number of con temporary research trends. The theory of neural net-
works and the connectionist view of computation emphasize the significance of the concept of management 
of connections versus the local computation abilities of each node. The concept of dataflow program-
ming9· 19 has a certain resemblance with connectionism, albeit, it is closer to the discrete world of conven-
tional programming than neural networks. Theoretical work on concurrency, e.g., ccs13 and CSP10, is 
primarily concerned with the semantics of communications and interactions of concurrent sequential 
processes. Communication issues also come up in virtually every other type of computing, and have 
influenced the design (or at least, a few constructs) of most programming languages. However, not much 
effort has been spent on conceptual models and languages whose sole prime focus of attention is on the 
coordination of interactions among processes. 
It is advantageous to make a distinction between computational models and languages versus coordi-
nation models and languages5• Gelernter and Carriero correctly observe that relatively little serious atten-
tion has been paid in the past to the latter, and that "ensembles" of asynchronous processes (many of 
which are off-the-shelf programs) running on parallel and distributed platforms will soon become predom-
inant:S. 
In this paper, we introduce MANIFOLD: a language whose sole purpose is to describe and manage com-
plex interconnections among independent, concurrent processes. As such, MAmFotD is primarily a coordi-
nation language. We describe here both the conceptual model of MANIFOLD and the syntax and (the infor-
mal) semantics of the MANIFOLD language. Formal semantics of the MAMrol.D language is given elsewhere 14. 
The highlights of our first implementation of the MAN1Fo1.D system appears in another paper3. Examples of 
the use of the MANIFOLD language are given in various other reports and papers1• 3· 16. A comparison of MAN· 
IFoLo and some related models and systems is presented in a separate report2. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. 'fhe motivation for the MANIFOLD system is presented in 
§2. The purpose of the material in §3 is to give the reader an initial intuitive feeling for MA.N!Foto program-
ming. This can serve as a skeleton to which the details of the model and the language can later be attached. 
The MANIFOLD model is described in §4. A specific language based on the MANc.-ow model is described in 
§5. Because MANn-orn is an open system, it is necessary to describe how non-MAm•·o1.D entities can be intro-
duced and used within a MANIFOLD application. Such inherently implementation dependent specifications 
are left out of the MANll'OLD language proper, and are described as pragmas in §6. The MA.N1FOLD compiler 
directives, its pre-processor facilities, and the system' s builtin processes are described, respectively, in §7, 
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§8, and §9. Finally, the description of the regular expressions used in the MAN1roLo language appears in 
Appendix A and the formal syntax of the language is given in Appendix B. 
2. Motivation 
Parallel programming is important as the means by which the computational power of several pro-
cessors can be simultaneously concentrated on a single application. ConceptuaUy, however, the 
significance of parallel programming goes beyond such "performance" issues: it is also a rich paradigm 
wherein even some of typically sequential programs can be expressed more naturally as the cooperation 
between a group of smaller sequential fragments running concurrently (on the same or different proces-
sors). We use the term process to refer to such a fragment. 
Cooperative communication among a set of autonomous processes seems to lead to an effective and 
natural architecture in many complex systems. Scientific visualization, sophisticated user interface design, 
complex multidisciplinary systems such as intelligent CAD/CAM systems for concurrent engineering, and 
distributed open systems required for factory automation are but a few examples of emerging applications 
where parallelism is perhaps even more important as a conceptual tool to tackle their complexity, than as a 
mea.ns to achieve realistic performance. 
While the hardware technology of parallel computers is still far from its maturity, it has clearly 
already passed its infancy. Today, tightly coupled architectures with a very large number of processors are 
a commercial reality, and loosely coupled networks of processors are commonplace. Major advances in 
parallel hardware technology are still necessary to meet the challenges of the new application areas with 
inherent parallelism and truly distributed scopes. Nevertheless, it is a fact that the potential of the existing 
parallel hardware technology is drastically underutilized in today's applications. One reason for this 
phenomenon is the usual lag between advances in hardware technology and the development of the proper 
software. However,. in parallel and distributed computing, there are deeper impediments in the way of 
turning the full potential of parallel hardware into the reality of parallel applications. 
One of the fundamental problems in parallel programming is coordination and control of the com-
munications among the sequential fragments that comprise a parallel program. Programming of parallel 
systems is often considerably more difficult than (what intuitively seems to be) necessary. It is widely ack-
nowledged that a major obstacle to a more widespread use of massive parallelism is the lack of a coherent 
model of how parallel systems must be organized and programmed. This is a conceptual problem that 
cannot be overcome by more advances in hardware technology alone. On the contrary, more advanced 
massive parallel hardware is likely to exacerbate this problem by widening the gap between the potential of 
the raw computing power made available, and the reality of how it is used to build parallel applications. 
To complicate the situation, there is an important pragmatic concern with significant theoretical 
consequences on models of computation for parallel systems. Many user communities are unwilling and/or 
cannot afford to ignore their previous investment in existing algorithms and "off-the-shelf' software and 
migrate to a new and bare environment. This implies that a suitable model for parallel systems must be 
open in the sense th!at it can accommodate components that have been developed with little or no regards 
for their inclusion in an environment where they must interact and cooperate with other modules. 
Many approaches to parallel programming are based on the same computation models as sequential 
programming, with added on features to deal with communications and control. This is the case for such 
concurrent programming languages like Ada6, 18, Concurrent c7.8, and many others (the interested reader 
may consult, e.g., the survey of Bal et al4 for more details on these languages). There is an inherent con-
tradiction in such approaches which shows up in the form of complex semantics for these added on 
features. The fundamental assumption in sequential programming is that there is only one active entity, the 
processor, and the executing program is in control of this entity, and thus in charge of the application 
environment. In parallel programming, there are many active entities and a sequential fragment in a paral-
lel application cannot, in general, make the convenient assumption that it can rely on its incrementally 
updated model of its environment. 
To reconcile the "disorderly" dynamism of its environment with the orderly progression of a sequen-
tia~ fragment "quite a lot of things" need to happen at the explicit points in a sequential fragment when it 
uses one of the constructs to interact with its environment. Hiding all that needs to happen at such points in 
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the communication constructs makes their semantics complex. Inter-mixing the neat consecutive progres-
sion of a sequential fragment - focused on a specific function - with updating of its model of its environ-
ment and explicit communications with other such fragments, makes the dynamic behavior of the com-
ponents of a parallel application program difficult to understand. This may be tolerable in applications that 
involve only small scale parallelism, but becomes an extremely difficult problem with massive parallelism. 
Contrary to languages that try to hide as much of the "chaos of parallelism" as possible behind a 
facade of sequential programming, MAl'lcroU> is based on the idea that allowing programmers to see and feel 
all aspects of parallelism is actually beneficial. The idea of exposing the full view of parallelism is also 
shared by some other languages, notably LINDA5. Although LINDA is based on a very different model of 
communication than that of MAJ'IJFoLn, they both advocate the view that there often is a pay-off in using 
parallel or distributed programming, even if higher speeds are not (necessarily) achieved. 
Separating the communication issues from the functionality of the component modules in a parallel 
system makes them more independent of their context, and thus more reusable. It also makes it possible to 
delay decisions about the interconnection patterns of these modules, which may be changed subject to a 
different set of concerns. 
T here are even stronger reasons in distributed programming for delaying the decision about the inter-
connections and the communication patterns of modules. Some of the basic problems with the parallelism 
in parallel computing become more acute in distributed computing, due to the distribution of the applica-
tion modules over loosely coupled processors, perhaps running under quite different environments in geo-
graphically different locations. The implied communications delays and heterogeneity of the computa-
tional environment encompassing an application, become more significant concerns than in other types of 
parallel programming. This mandates, among other things, more flexibility, reusability, and robustness of 
modules with fewer hard-wired assumptions about their environment. 
The tangible payoffs reaped from separating the communications aspect of a multi-process applica-
tion from the functionality of its individual processes include clarity, efficiency, and reusability of modules 
and the communications specifications. This separation makes the communications control of the 
cooperating processes in an application more explicit, clear, and understandable at a h igher level of 
abstraction. It also encourages individual processes to make less severe assumptions about their environ-
ment. The same communications control component can be used with various processes that perform fun.c-
tions similar to each other in a very high level of abstraction. Likewise, the same processes can be used 
with quite different communications control components. 
3. MANIFOLD Programming 
Programming in MANtroLo is organizing the activities of a set of concurrent processes and managing 
their mutual interactions. Orchestration of the interactions among a set of processes in MAN1.rnw is done in 
an entity with multiple inlets and outlets, called a manifold, which itself is a process. As the conductor of 
such interactions, a manifold has a number of states, each defining a specific connection pattern. Connec-
tion patterns define buffered links between the input and output ports of various processes, called streams, 
through which the information produced by one process is made available for consumption to another. 
The streams among processes in MA.l\ltroLD form a network of links for the flow of information that is 
reminiscent of data-flow networks19. However, there are several major differences between MAmrou> and 
data-flow programming. In MANIFOLD the connection patterns among processes change dynamically. Furth-
ermore, processes are created and deleted dynamically as well. This by itself makes the connections graph 
of a MAl'lwoLo program, which is the combined effect of all its manifolds, very dynamic. However, there is 
more. The manifestation of a single manifold is of course a s ingle (dynamically changing) process inter-
connection graph. Since manifolds too are processes, their input and output ports can be connected to other 
processes by other manifolds as well. The combined graph of the stream connections in a MANIF01.o pro-
gram is indeed not a simple static graph. 
A manifold goes through state transitions as a result of observing in its environment the occurrences 
of events in which it is interested. State transitions cause dismantling of the interconnections set up in pre-
transition states, and establish the ones defined in the post-transition states. As such, events are the princi-
pal control mechanism in MANwo1,o, which makes it an event driven programming system. The coexistence 
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of event driven and data driven control gives MANIFoLo a unique ftavor. 
4. The MANIFOLD Model 
The basic components in the MANIFOLD model are processes, events, ports, and streams. A process is 
a Mack box with well defined ports of connection through which it exchanges units of information with the 
other processes in its environment. The internal operation of some of these black boxes are indeed wriitten 
in the MANIFOLD language, which makes it possible to open them up, and describe their internal behavior 
using the MANIFOLD model. These processes are called manifolds. In general, a process in MANIFOLD does 
not, and need not, know the identity of the processes with which it exchanges information. Figure 1 shows 
an abstract representation of a process in MANIFOLD. 
Received Events 
Output 
Ports 
~~~---~~~~r-~--, 
Process 
Raised Events 
Figure 1 - The model of a process in MANJmLo 
Outgoing Streams 
The interconnections between the ports of processes are made with streams. A stream represents a 
flow of a sequence of units (of information) between two ports. Streams are constructed and removed 
dynamically between ports of the processes that are to exchange some information. The constructor of a 
stream need not be the sender nor the receiver of the information to be exchanged: arty third party manifold 
process can define a connection between the ports of a producer process and a consumer process. Further-
more, stream definitions in MAND'OLo are generally additive. Thus a port can simultaneously be connected 
to many different ports through different streams. The flows of units of information in streams are 
automatically replicated and merged at outgoing and incoming port junctions, as necessary. The units of 
information exchanged through ports and streams, are passive pieces of information that are produced and 
consumed at the two ends of a stream with their relative order preserved. The consumption and production 
of units via ports by a process is analogous to read and write operations in conventional programming 
languages. 
Independent of the stream mechanism, there is an event mechanism for information exchange in 
MANIFOLD. Contrary to units in streams, events are atomic pieces of information that are broadcast by their 
sources in their environment. In principle, any process in an environment can pick up such a broadcast 
event. In practice, usually only a few processes pick up occurrences of each event, because only they are 
tuned in to their sources. 
Two state dependent sets determine how events are handled in a manifold process. First, the set o.f 
observable events, 0, defines those events (and their sources) whose occurrences are to be picked up by the 
manifold process from its environment. These are the only events that a manifold can possibly react to in 
each of its states. Occurrences of all other events are completely ignored. Once an event occurrence is 
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picked up by an observer manifold, it may or may not cause an immediate reaction by the observer. The 
state-dependent preemption sel, P, of a manifold process is a subset of its observable events and defines 
exactly those events whose occurrences are to be reacted to in that state. 
The only way that a manifold process can react to an event occurrence is to preemptively make a 
state transition from its current state to a target state that is designated to handle that event occurrence. 
Determination of the appropriate target to handle an event occurrence is also state dependent. Once an 
event occurrence is handled (i.e., it has caused a state transition) it is cleared. Occurrences of events in 
o - pare saved and may be handled later, once P is re-defined after an appropriate state transition to include 
them. Occurrences of events in o that are no longer in o after a state transition are lost. 
When there is more than one event occurrence in P, a manifold process reacts to one of them non-
deterministically, and all others are saved. Occurrences of the same event from the same source can over-
ride each other from the point of view of some observer processes, depending on the difference between 
the speed of the source and the reaction time of an observer. This provides an automatic sampling mechan-
ism for observer processes to pick up information from their environment which is particularly useful in 
situations where a potentially significant mismatch between the speeds of a producer and a consumer is 
possible. Events are ilhe primary control mechanism in MAN1Fo1.o. 
Once an event is raised by a source, it generally continues with its processing, while the event 
occurrence propagates through the environment independently. Event occurrences are active pieces of 
information in the sense that in general, they are observed asynchronously and once picked up, they 
preemptively cause a change of state in the observer. Communication of processes through events is thus 
inherently asynchronous in MAmroLo. 
Each state in a manifold defines a pattern of connections among the ports of some processes. The 
corresponding streams implementing. these connections are created as soon as a manifold makes a state 
transition (caused by an event) to a new state, and are deleted as soon as it makes a transition from t his 
state to another one. 
The remainder of this section contains more detailed definitions of the basic concepts in the MANwo1.u 
model. 
4.1. Processes 
A process is an independent, autonomous, active entity that executes a procedure. A process has its 
own private processor and memory. Independence means that a process is not necessarily aware of the 
number and the nature of other processes that are simultaneously active in its environment. The environ-
ment of a process contains the set of other processes that directly or indirectly influence the behavior of the 
process or its performance. 
Autonomous means that conceptually, no process exerts direct control on any other process. The 
only way to influence a process is through its input and output ports and the events to which it is sensitive. 
For example, once a process is activated, it cannot be "forced" to terminate by other processes, including 
its activator. Howev.er, it can be "asked" to terminate, by placing appropriate symbols in its input streams, 
or by raising an appropriate event. Similarly, there is no guarantee that a process will indeed read from its 
input streams, write to its output streams, immediately react to some arbitrary event, or stay alive for any 
lengt h of time. 
The assumption that each process has its own private processor and memory, reinforces its auton-
omy. It also indicates that processes in MANu·o1.o have no means of communications other than their 
port/stream connections and the event mechanism. The MANlt'ot.o model of communication (events and 
streams) is powerful enough to support all forms of interprocess communication. Therefore, in principle, 
there is no need for other forms of communication among processes. In practice, however, it may be desir-
able to allow other forms of inter-process communication. For example, processes may need to communi-
cate and influence each other through other means for purposes such as resource management, job control, 
side effects (e.g., files), interaction with the real world, etc., and may use mechanisms such as message 
passing, shared memory, etc. While MANll"OJ.D implementations should not preclude such communicatio11,, 
they assume that all communication of interest with a process takes place through its input and output 
streams and via even·ts. 
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There are two kinds of processes: atomic processes and manifolds. In general, a process in MANIFOLD 
does not, and need not, know the kind or identity of the processes with which it exchanges information. An 
atomic process is similar to a black box whose internal structure and behavior are unknown. In fact, an 
atomic process is any processing element whose external behavior is all that one is interested to observe at 
a given level of abstraction. The set of atomic processes is application dependent, and thus, is neither 
predefined nor fixed. Examples of atomic processes include processes written in some programming 
language other than MANu·oLD, a hardware device, and a person interacting with a program. 
A manifold is a process whose behavior and structure are described in the MANIFOLD language by a 
manifold definition (see §5.2). Manifolds "orchestrate" the communication and interaction among 
processes (atomic processes and other manifolds alike), and provide a dynamic means ·Of control over a 
multiprocessing environment. A processor that runs a manifold is called a manifold processor. 
4.2. Streams 
A stream is a sequential communications link that carries a sequence of bits, grouped into (variable 
length) units. A stream represents a reliable, directed, buffered flow of information in time. Reliable 
means that the bits placed into a stream are guaranteed to flow through without loss, error, or duplication, 
with their order preserved. It does not, however, imply timing constraints. Directed means that there are 
always two identifiable ends in a stream, a source and a sink. 
The size and the contents of the units that flow through streams are defined by their sources. 
Although units are meaningful inside streams, they imply no corresponding boundaries, types, tags, or 
interpretation on their contents at their sinks. Unit boundaries are used in streams to preserve the integrity 
of their information contents, and for synchronization purposes. 
Conceptually, a stream in MA.NIF01..o has an infinite capacity that is used as a FIFO queue, enabling 
asynchronous production and consumption of units by its source and sink. The sink of a stream requiring a 
unit is suspended only if no units are available in the stream. The suspended sink is resumed as soon as the 
next unit becomes available for its consumption. The source of a stream is never suspended because the 
infinite buffer capacity of a stream is never filled. In practice, however, MAN1Fo1.o implementations may 
behave unpredictably when memory is no longer available to accommodate additional units in streams. 
Streams in MANu:ow are dynamically constructed and dismantled (see §5.2 and §5.12). The MANIFOLD 
model supports two types of streams: fl.ushing streams and non-flushing streams (see §5.8.5 for how the two 
types of streams are constructed in the MANIFOLD language). When a non-flushing stream is dismantled, the 
units that have already been produced by its source and not yet consumed by its sink, if any, remain queued 
up behind the sink for its eventual consumption. When a flushing stream is dismantled, all such leftover 
units inside the stream are discarded. 
4.3. Ports 
The connection between streams and processes is through ports. A port is a regulated opening at the 
boundary of a process, through which the information produced (consumed) by the process is placed into 
(picked up from) a stream. Regulated means that the information can flow in only one direction through a 
port: it either flows into or out of the process. 
While streams are independent entities outside of processes, ports are properties of processes and are 
defined and owned by them. Information placed into one of its output ports by a process flows out of the 
port only when it is connected to a stream. This ensures that no information is lost if a process writes to its 
output port while it is not connected to any stream. A MAN1ro1.o implementation may provide internal 
buffers for input and output ports of processes to increase the parallelism between the execution of a pro-
cess and its input/output operations. 
Ports of a manifold process may raise a number of pre-defined events that can be observed only by 
that process. Thus, in addition to processes, ports can also be used to designate sources of events. Note 
that there is no way for a process to observe or react to an event raised by a port of another process. 
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4.4. Events 
An event is an asynchronous, non-decomposable (atomic) message, broadcast by a process or port in 
its environment. The environment of a port event is its owner process. The environment of a process event 
includes all running processes in the same application. Broadcasting such a message is called raising the 
event. Events are identified by their names, and can also be distinguished based on their sou.rces (except, 
perhaps, when they are raised by atomic processes; see §6.3). 
Although conceptually, an event is broadcast when it is raised, only a subset of the processes in its 
environment can pick up the broadcast and react to it. A process that picks up an occurrence of an event is 
called an observer (of the event and of its source). For a manifold to pick up a broadcast event occurrence, 
the event and its source must be observable to the manifold.t In general, a manifold reacts only to a subset 
of the events from its observable sources. These are called the observable events and are the ones for 
which the manifold processor has an event handler.:j: Only the observable events can affe.ct a manifold. All 
other events are ignored. 
Reacting to an occurrence of an observed event always causes a preemptive change of state in an 
observer manifold. However, this does not necessarily happen immediately after the event occurrence is 
observed. Occurrences of all observable events are first saved in a state-independent memory of a mani-
fold instance and comprise its set of pending event occurrences. Each state in a manifold defines a set of 
events whose occurrences may preempt that state. This set is called the preemption set (of that state). 
Preemption sets are subsets of the observable events o'." a manifold. Observable event occurrences that a'fe 
not in the preemption set of the current state, are saved (i.e., they remain in the set of pending event 
occurrences). Because the pending event occurrences are kept in a set, further occurrences of the same 
event from the same source are lost. Thus, a mismatch between the occurrence frequency of an event from 
a given source and the reaction time of an observer creates an automatic sampling phenomenon. 
Occurrences of different events from the same source, or the same event from different sources, do not 
override each other. 
A number of system events (e.g., death) in MAN1To1..o have priority over other events. Occurrences ·of 
these events in the preemption set of a state are considered first for handling. Subject to this priority, selec-
tion of event occurrences in the preemption set for handling is non-deterministic. 
Occurrences of events are synchronized with the flow of information in the streams through unit 
boundaries. Thus, streams always start and end with complete units. Events travel no slower than units. 
This means that if a process A produces an event e before it produces an output unit u, any other process B 
that receives both e and u, will see e no later than it can see u. 
The concept of events in MAND"oLo is different than the concepts with the same name in most other 
models, notably simulation languages or CSP. The occurrence of an event in MAN1ro1.o is analogous to a 
flag that is raised by its source (process or port), irrespective of any communication links among processes. 
This raised flag can potentially be seen by any process in the environment of its source. Indeed, it can ibe 
seen by any process for which the source of the event is observable (see §5.2.3 for observability rules). 
However, there are no guarantees that a raised flag will be observed by anyone, nor that if observed, it will 
make the observer react. 
In the MANlFo Lo model of events, it is the observer that is responsible for picking up its events of 
interest from its environment. Event sources are oblivious to who, or if anyone at all, is picking up the 
events they raise. Furthermore, they cannot assume that their observers pick up and react to the events they 
raise in the chronological order that they were raised. 
4.5. An Abstract Model of MANIFOLD 
In this section we present an abstract model for the MANIFOLD system. The model presented here is a 
simplified one. Its purpose is to show only the basic behavior of a MAr;1m 1.D process. In particular, the 
stack oriented facility for dynamic nesting of subroutine-like environments (called manners in the MANn-·01.o 
language), are completely ignored. 
t Observability rules in the MAl'I"°"° language are defined in §5.2.3. 
:j: Event handling in the MA.-.rou> language is described in §5.2.1. See also §5.2. 
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An executing MANIFOLD application consists of a medium for propagation of event occurrences 
wherein instances of two types of active entities interact: processes and streams. Th.e MANJFOLD model 
defines the behavior of streams and the subset of non-atomic processes called manifolds. Instances of 
streams and manifolds can be created and deleted dynamically. 
To create a stream instance a producer port and a consumer port must be specified. To create a man-
ifold instance, a manifold and a set of actual parameters must be specified to substitute its formal parame-
ters. Similarly, atomic process instances can also be created dynamically, but the internals of these 
processes are completely hidden from MANIFOLD. 
4.5.ll. An Abstract Model of a Stream 
A stream is a simple finite state machine with two main states: dormant and active. Stream instances 
connect ports of processes. While any number of streams can exist between any pair of source and sink 
ports, only one stream instance connecting a particular pair of ports can be active at any time. 
Once an instance of a stream is created, it checks to see if there are any other stream instances con-
necting its own source and sink ports. If so, the new stream instance goes into dormant mode, otherwise it 
becomes active. In active mode, a stream simply copies everything it receives from its source to its sink. 
When an instance of a stream is to be deleted, it quietly disappears if it is in its dormant mode. When 
an active stream is to be deleted, it again checks to see if there are any other stream instances connecting its 
own source and sink ports. If so, it selects one of them non-deterministically, makes it active, and then 
disappears. 
4.5.2. An Abstract Model of a Manifold Instance 
A manifold instance is an abstract machine with a finite set of states :I:, and a memory E. Among the 
primitive operations that this machine can perform are creation and deletion of stream instances, creation 
of process instances, and broadcasting of events. Every primitive operation completes in finite time. 
The memory of a manifold instance is used only to record the set of event occurrences it observes in 
its environment. Observed event occurrences are removed from this memory when they are handled. Oth-
erwise, this memory persists through state transitions. 
Each state in ~ is a tuple <A,O,P, T>. A is a list <>f primitive operations, called the action list of the 
state. o is a set of events (and their sources) called the observable events of the state. P is a subset of o and 
is called the preemption set of the state. T: P - £ U {save, Ignore} is the transition function of the state, 
defining the target state of a transition caused by occurrences of events in P. The function Tisa total map-
ping: any event that is not explicitly bound to a target state is mapped to. Ignore. 
In each state, occurrences of events in o are recorded in E. Because Eis a set, multiple occurrences 
of the same event from the same source are recorded only once. A state transition is an atomic operation in 
the manifold abstract machine. After a transition to a new state s•<A,0,P,T>, a manifold abstract machine 
performs the primitive operations defined in A. Meanwhile, occurrences of observable events are recorded 
in E, but they cannot cause a state transition before all operations in A are performed. 
Eis the only history-sensitive part of a manifold abstract machine: after a state transition, it is only E 
whose value depends on its value in the previous state. All elements in the tuple that defines the current 
state of a manifold instance are reset to their new values after a transition. The new contents of the 
memory of a manifold instance after a transition,£', is E' - E () O', where E is the set of outstanding event 
occurrences in the state prior to the transition, and o· is the set of observable events in the new state.t 
Once all operations in A are complete, a manifold abstract machine and the state it is in become 
preemptable: an observed event occurrence in e EE n P causes a preemptive transition to the new state 
s'•T(e). The transition from s tos' is preemptive in the sense that (assumings' is neither save nor Ignore), all 
t Iii 1he present MA.-iroU> language the set of observable events, 0, is impliciily defined in each state of a manifold or 
manner. When a manifold processor enters a manner, 0 becomes the union of its previous value with that of the called 
manner. Returning from a manner call restores 0 to its previous value. Thus, with the existing ~fA,,,o..,. language, O 
changes only when a manifold processor enters or leaves manner invocations. 
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stream instances created ins are deleted before entering s' . A state transition is made if and only if the 
manifold abstract machine is prcemptable and an event occurrence e EE is found to be in P. If there is more 
than one qualifying event occurrence in E, one is selected non-deterministically, subject to a fixed priority 
scheme. The details of this priority scheme are not important. We simply assume that there exists a fix·ed 
and finite number of priority classes for events, and that each event is. assigned to a si.ngle priority class. 
There is a total ordering on the priority classes. The event selection criterion states that occurrences of 
events in a higher-priority class are considered before the ones in a lower-priority class, with non-
deterministic selection among the occurrences of the events within the same class. A state transition 
caused by the event occurrence e EE involves removing e from E and finding a target state s'• T(e). Event 
occurrences that are mapped to save or ignore by T cause no real change of state. When T(e)= save, e is put 
back in E for possible handling in a future state. Otherwise, all stream instances created in the state s are 
deleted and then the new states' E 1: is entered. 
4.5.2.1. State Transitions 
A particular subset of actions A in a states - <A,O,P, T > consists of pipeline constructions. A pipeline 
is a (possibly empty) set of related stream instances and involves a (non-empty) set of processes. By 
definition, the relationship among the stream instances in a pipeline is such that all are deleted if one 
breaks. Generally, pipeline construction actions in A create a (possibly empty) set of pipelines L. Every 
stream instance created in a states belongs to exactly one pipeline in L. 
The three events A, break, and death have a special role to play in state transitions. Any event inter-
nally raised by a manifold is, by definition, in P, and that includes A.. Furthermore, occurrences of break 
and death from any source are, also by definition, in P. 
The event A is internally raised by the manifold abstract machine when it reaches the end of a han-
dling block. The name of this event .is disguised (hence, "A.") so that a MAN1rnLo programmer can never 
raise or handle it. Occurrences of break and death both cause the breakup of the pipelines involving their 
sources. Occurrences of break are handled internally within the same state by the manifold abstract 
machine and never cause a direct transition to a programmer-specified handler. Occurrences of death have 
a similar effect, but can cause direct preemptive transitions to other states as well. 
Following is the sequence of actions that take place during a state transition: 
1. Perform all actions specified inA in some non-deterministic order. 
2. Let L be the set of pipelines created in step 1 . 
3. If L is empty, add A. to the set E. 
4. Wait for an event occurrence e EE n P. If there are more than one qualifying event 
occurrences, select one non-deterministically, subject to a pre-set priority scheme. 
4.1. If e is break or death, find the set B of all pipelines I EL such that the source of the event e 
is involved in I. Otherwise, let B be the empty set. 
4.2. Dismantle all pipelines ins: delete all streams in all pipelines in B. 
4.3. Subtract B from L. 
4.4. If e is break, remove e from the set E. 
5. Finds' - T(e). 
6. Ifs' is save, go back to step 3. 
7. Remove e from the set£. 
8. If s' is Ignore, go back to step 3. 
9. Remove .A, if present, from the set E. 
10. Delete all streams in all pipelines in L. 
11. Enter the new states'. 
Note that the function r maps break to Ignore, because no explicit handler can be given for break. 
The only possible transition that brHk can cause, is through making L empty (in step 4.3), which after the 
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lransition from step 8 to step 3, " raises" the special event A.. The event A. is in a priority class by itself, 
which has the lowest priority. Thus, the event A. is selected for handling only if there a re no other event 
occurrences in£. A 1arget state for A. always exists. Normally, this target state, T(A.), is the termination 
state of the executin,g manifold process (but, see §5.6 for the special case of the ";" in the MANIFOLD 
language). 
5. The MANIFOLD Language 
This section contains the specification of a programming language based on the model described in 
§4. This language is only one of many possible languages conceivable in the MAMF01. o paradigm. 
Nevertheless, we refer to it as the MANIFow language i n this document. The formal syntax of the MANIFOLD 
lang uage appears in Appendix B. The formal semantics of this language is given in a separate document14 . 
5.1. Comments 
The text following a "/(' on a source code line is a comment and, together with the "If' itself, is 
ignored by the compiler. In addition, "/*" and "*!' outside of string constants (§5.14 .6) and comments 
starting with "If' symbols, signal start and end of comments, respectively. All text between a"/*" and its 
matching "*f' (inclusively) is ignored by the compiler. 
5.2. Manifold Definition 
A manifold definition consists of a header, public declarations, and a body. The header of a manifold 
definition contains its name and the list of its formal parameters. The public declarations of a manifold are 
the statements that define its links to its environment. It gives the types of its formal parameters and the 
names of events and ports through which it communicates with other processes. The body of a manifold 
may also contain additional declarative statements, defining its private entities. A manifold body primarily 
consists of a number of event handler blocks, representing its different execution-time states. 
Conceptually, each activated instance of a manifold definition - a manifold for short - is an indepen-
dent process with its own virtual processor. A manifold processor is capable of performing a limited set of 
actions. This includes a set of primitive actions (see §5.11 ), plus the primary action of setting up pipelines 
(see §5.12 and §5.12.5). 
Each event handler block descri.bes a set of actions (§5.2.2) and a set of preemptive events. In reac-
tion to a preemptive event, a manifold processor finds 'its appropriate event handler block and executes the 
actions specified therein. Often, these actions lead to setting up pipelines between various ports of different 
processes (§5.12). The connections among processes is changed as a manifold changes its state in response 
to recognizable events. Once a manifold processor is through with the actions in its current block, it waits 
for the breakup of the pipelines set up in that block, if any, and then terminates. 
While a manifold processor is waiting for the breakup of the pipelines set up in the current block, 
occurrence of a preemptive event dive rts the processor from the current block to its corresponding handler 
block. This always results in the dismantling of all pipelines that were set up in the formerly active block. 
The processor then proceeds executing the actions specified in the new block. 
5.2.1. Event Handling 
Event handling in MANIFOLD refers to a change of state in a manifold that observes an event o f interest. 
This is done by its manifold processor which locates a proper event llandler for that event. An event 
handler is a labeled block of actions in a manifold (see §5.2.2). The manifold processor makes a transition 
to an appropriate block (which is determined by its c urrent state, the observed event and its source), and 
starts executing the actions specified in that block. The block is said to capture the observed event 
(occurrence). The name of the event that causes a transfer to a handling block, and the name of its source, 
are available in each block through the pseudo-processes event_name and event_aource, respectively 
(§5 .1 5.2). 
In addition to the event handling blocks explicitly defined in a manifold, a number of default 
handlers are also included by the MA.NiIFOLD compiler in all manifolds, to deal with a set of predefined system 
events. 
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The manifold processor finds the appropriate handler block for an observed event e raised by the 
sources, by performing a circular search in the list of block labels of the manifold. The list of block labels 
contains the labels of all blocks in a manifold in the sequential order of their appearance. The circular 
search starts with the labels of the current block in the list, scans to the end of the list, continues from the 
top of the list, and ends with the labels of the block preceding the current block in the list. 
The manifold processor in a given manifold is sensitive to only those events for which the manifold 
has a handler. All other events are to be ignored. Thus, events that do not match any label in this search do 
not affect the manifold in any way. (111 the terminology of §4.5.2, o is the set of all event occurrences that 
match any of the block labels in a manifold or manner definition.) Similarly, if the appropriate block found 
for an event is the keyword Ignore (or save), the observed event is ignored (or saved, respectively) (see 
§5.11). Furthermore, events handled by the current block are also ignored (§5.2.3). 
Conceptually, transition to a new state (event handling block) causes the previously saved event 
occurrences to be reconsidered as "just arrived" events, in some non-deterministic order. The first of such 
events that is allowed to preempt the new block will do so and divert the processor to its corresponding 
block. The remaining events are, again, saved. Note that once an event handling block is entered, all of 
the actions specified therein are performed before any preemption can occur: event occurrences never 
preempt execution of the actions in an event handling block; they only preempt the state by deleting the 
streams created in that state (see §5.12 and §5.12.4). 
5.2.2. Event Handling Blocks 
An event handling block consists of a comma-separated list of one or more block labels followed by 
a colon(:) and a single body. The body of an event handling block is either a group member (see the group 
construct in §5.12.1) or a single manner call (§5.3). 
Event handler block labels are patterns designating the set of events captured by their blocks. Blocks 
can have multiple labels and the same label may appear more than once marking different blocks. Block 
labels are filters for the events that a manifold will react to. The filtering is done based on the event names 
and their sources. Event sources in MA?-IIF01-o are ports or processes. 
The most specific form of a block label is a dotted pair e.s, designating event e from the source (port 
or process) s. The wild-card character * can be replaced for either e, or s, or both, in a block label. The 
form e is a short-hand for e.* and captures event e coming from any source. The form *.s captures any 
event from sources. Finally, the least specific block label is *.*(or *,for short) which captures any event 
coming from any source. 
Note that ifs in .a block label e.s is a port name, it must be a local port of the manifold. This implies 
that there is no way for a manifold to react on events raised by the ports of other processes. In MAN1Fm.u, 
events raised by ports are strictly local to the manifolds they belong to and are never broadcast to other 
processes. Consequently, port formal parameters are not allowed as block labels in manifolds, and they are 
meaningful in manners only if their corresponding actual parameter is indeed a local port of the calling 
manifold (see §5.10 and §5.8.7). 
T he label start is special. No source suffix can be specified for this event. Semanlically, it marks t he 
block for special handling necessary at the Startup of a manifold or a manner (see §5.7). 
5.2.3. Observability of Event Sources and Preemption Sets 
Every process instance or port defined or used anywhere in a manner or manifold is an observable 
source of events for that manner or manifold. Event sources defined in permanent statements (§5.8.10) are 
also observable for all manifolds within their scope. An observable source simply means that occurrences 
of events raised by that source will be picked up by the executing manifold processor, provided that there is 
a handling block for them. A manifold is oblivious to events raised by sources other than its observable 
sources. The set of all events from observable sources that match any of the block labels in a manner or 
manifold is the set of observable events for that manner or manifold. Events from observable sources that 
are not in the set of observable events are ignored (§5 .11 ). The set of observable events of an executing 
manifold instance may expand and shrink dynamically due to manner calls and terminations (see §5.3). 
Depending on the state of a manifold processor (i.e., its current block), occurrences of observable events 
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are either ignored, or cause one of two possible actions: preemption of the current block, or saving of the 
eveot occurrence. 
In each block, a manifold processor can react to only those events that are in the preemption set of 
that block. The MANIFOLD language defines the preemption set of a block to contain only those observable 
events whose sources appear in that block, or are mentioned in a permanent statement (§5.8.10). See §5.10 
for preemption rules concerning actual parameters in manner invocations and manifold activations. A 
manifold can always internally raise an event that it will react to via the do primitive action (see §5.11). 
Once the manifold processor enters a block, it is immune to any of the events handled by that block, 
except if the event is. raised by a do action in the block itself. All s•1ch event occurrences are ignored. This 
temporary immunity remains in effect until the manifold processor leaves the block. Other observable 
event occurrences that are not in the preemption set of the current block are saved (see §4.4). 
5.3. Manners 
The state of a manifold is defined in terms of the events it is sensitive to, its preemption set, and the 
way in which it reacts to an observed event (i.e., the target block for each state transition). The possible 
states of a manifold are defined in its blocks, which collectively define its behavior. It is often helpful to 
abstract and parameterize some specific behavior of a manifold in a subroutine-like module, so that it can 
be invoked in different places within the same or different manifolds. Such modules are called manners in 
MANIFOLD. 
A manner is a construct that is syntactically and semantically very similar to a manifold. Syntacti-
cally, the differences between a manner definition and a manifold definition are: 
1- The keyword manner appears in the header of a manner definition, before its name. 
2- Manner definitions cannot have their own port definitions. 
Semantically, there are two major differences between a manner and a manifold. First, manners 
have no ports of their own and therefore cannot be connected to streams. Second, manner invocation never 
creates a new processor. A manifold activation always creates a new processor to " execute" the new 
instance of the manifold. To invoke a manner, however, the invoking processor preserves it own current 
state in a push-down stack and then "enters and executes" the manner. 
The distinction between manners and manifolds is similar to the distinction between procedures and 
tasks (or processes) in other programming languages. The term manner is indicative of the fact that by its 
invocation, a manifold processor changes its own context in such a way as to behave in a different manner 
in response to events. 
Manner invocations are dynamically nested. Ports, processes and events can be declared in the pub-
lic declaration section of a manner with the keyword dynamic. References to all such entities in a manner 
are left unresolved until its invocation time. These references are resolved by following the dynamic chain 
of manner invocations in a last-in-first-out order, terminating with the environment of the manifold to 
which the executing processor belongs. A dynamic entity in a new manner invocation binds to the first 
entity with the same name and compatible type found in this search (see §5.8.8). 
Upon invocation of a manner, the set of observable events of the executing manifold instance 
expands to the union of its previous value and the set of observable events of the invoked manner. The 
new members thus added to this set, if any, are deleted from the set upon termination of the invoked 
manner. 
A manner invocation can either terminate normally or it can be preempted. Normal termination of a 
manner invocation occurs when a return primitive action is executed i nside the manner. This returns the 
control back to the calling environment right after the manner call (this is analogous to returning from a 
subroutine call in conventional programming languag·es). Preemption occurs when a handling block for a 
preemptive event occurrence cannot be found inside the actual manner .body. This initiates a search 
through the dynamic chain of activations similar to the case of resolving references to dynamic entities 
(§5 .8.8), to find a handler for this event. If no such handler is found, the event occurrence is ignored. If a 
s uitable handler is found, the control returns to its enclosing environment and all manner invocations in 
between are abandoned. 
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Manners are simply declarative "subroutines" that allow encapsulation and reuse of event handlers. 
The search through the dynamic chain of manner calls is the same as dynamic binding of handlers in cal-
ling environments, with event occurrences picked up in a called manner. Preemption of a called manner is 
nothing but cleanly structured returns by all manner invocations up to the environment of a proper handler. 
In principle, dynamic binding can be replaced by the use of (appropriately typed) parameters. Our 
preference for dynamic binding in manners is motivated by pragmatic considerations. Suppose a piece of 
information (e.g., how to handle a particular event, what process to use, or where to return to) must be 
passed from a calling environment A, to a called environment B, through a number of intermediaries; i.e., B 
is not called directly by A, but rather, A calls some other ''subroutine'' which calls another one, which calls 
yet another one, ... , which eventually calls B. Passing this information from A to Busing parameters means 
that all intermediaries must know about it and explicitly pass it along, although it has no functional 
significance for them. Dynamic binding alleviates the need for this explicit passing of irrelevant informa-
tion and makes the intermediary routines more general,. less susceptible to change, and more reusable. 
5.4. Atomic Process Specification 
An atomic process specification defines the interface to an atomic process, its ports of communica-
tion, and the events th.at are to propagate between the instances of the atomic process and a MA.N1roLo appli-
cation program. 
An atomic process specification consists of a name and a list of formal parameters, followed by 
declarative statements defining its events and ports of communication. The keyword atomic appears as the 
body of the process specification. See §6.1 for more detail on the mapping of atomic process specifications 
to their realizations. The correspondence between the ports of an atomic process and the input/output ports 
of its real implementation are described in §6.2. Propagation of events between a MANIFOLD application pro-
gram and the real implementation of an atomic process is discussed in §6.3. 
S.S. ·Functors and Signatures 
A functor is the symbol designating a process or a manner as used for its activation or invocation. 
Usually, functors are the same as manner or process names, and they appear in a prefix notation before any 
actual parameters, which must be enclosed in a pair of parentheses. However, some special symbols are 
defined as prefix, infix, and match-fix functors and correspond to a number of predefined manners and 
processes. See, for example, §9.1 and §5.6. 
A list of formal parameter types enclosed in a pair of parentheses following a functor is called the 
signature of the process or manner designated by that functor. The MA.Nlt'm.u language allows overloading 
of functors with different signatures. Thus it is possible to have two different manners or processes with 
the same name, provided that they accept different type or number of parameters. 
To disambiguate an overloaded functor, the compiler searches through all manifold, atomic process, 
and manner definitions with the same name as the functor. If an exact match is found between the signa-
ture of one of these entities and the types of the actual parameters of the functor, the matching entity is 
taken as the intended target. If no exact match is possible, then one or more actual parameters are con-
verted to allow a match. The rules for this conversion are as follows: 
1- A process actual parameter, P, can be replaced by P.lnput or P.output in order to match a port 
out or a port In formal parameter, respectively. 
2- A port or process actual parameter, P, can be converted to a pipeline, in order to match a group 
forma l parameter of a manner (§5.10.2). 
Rule 2, above, applies only if rule 1 fails to yield a match. If rule 2 fails to produce a match, or if more 
than one match is possible with rule 1 or rule 2, the compiler raises an error. 
For example, a manner call m(proc1. proc2) can be converted to any of the following, in order to match 
the signature of an appropriate manner definition in the same source file: 
m(proc1. proc2.input) 
m(proc1. proc2.output) 
m(proc.input, proc2) 
m(proc.inpu1, proc2.input) 
m(proc.input, proc2.output) 
m(proc1 .output, proc2) 
m(proc1 .output. proc2.lnput) 
m(proc1 .output, proc2.output) 
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Now, assume that there is no manner definition in this file with the signature m(process, process), and con-
sider the manner caH m(proc1, proc2} and four manner definitions with the following signatures: 
1- m(process, port in) 
2- m(process, port out) 
3- m(port in, process) 
4- m(port oUJt, process) 
If any two of the above manner definitions are in the same file, then m(proc1, proc2) is ambiguous and results 
in a compile time error. 
5.6. The Connective";" 
Normally, the actions specified in an event handling block are executed in a non-deterministic order, 
not in the sequential order of their appearance in the source text. The MANIFOLD language provides a special 
facility to support a common situation where a number of actions P; must follow each other in a sequence. 
The connective";" can be used to build the construct P 1;P2 ; • · • ;P •• Intuitively, this construct states that the 
processor will consider the sequence starting with P; only after expiration of P;- 1> i.e., each P; will be con-
sidered from left to right, one at a time. 
The effect of the connective ";" in MANIFOLD is analogous to its meaning in many common program-
ming languages. However, unlike other languages, ";" in MANIFOLD is not a fundamental language construct. 
It is in fact just a functor (§5.5) defined as an infix binary operator that corresponds to a manner, just like a 
user defined manner. This manner has the following definition (to be precise, there are similar definitions 
for all different signatures, but we consider only one here): 
manner ;(x, y) 
start: x. 
k, returned: y. 
} 
The only special thing about the above manner definition (aside from its name) is that it includes a handler 
for the special A. event which is generated by the run-time system (§4.5.2.1) and is unknown to MANU'rn.o 
programmers. 
The intuitive similarity in the meaning of";" in MANIFOLD and in sequential programming languages 
is somewhat misleading. ~n·oLD is an event driven programming language, which implies a different 
style of programming than the sequential programming paradigm. Moving from left to right over a";" is 
inh.erent in the sequential programming paradigm. In MANIFOLD, there is nothing special about this transi-
tion, and the sequential programming's notion of "continuation" does not exist: some specific event causes 
a specific change of state, which from a higher level is seen to mimic the consecutive progression of 
actions that takes place in sequential programming. However, there is a noticeable difference in the style 
of programming between sequential and event driven paradigms. 
In sequential programming, there is an inherent sequential flow of control. A programmer must 
explicitly check for "exceptional" conditions in an algorithm and divert this flow appropriately, before it 
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reaches the default of handling the "normal" case in the algorithm .t In MANffow , the " ;" is used to define 
the sequence of actions in the "normal" case. Any " exceptional" case still prcempts this normal 
sequence and causes a transition to another state to handle the exception. For example, cons ider the fol-
lowing MANffOLu blocks: 
e1: a;j3;y. 
e2: o. 
They state that when in block e1, the actions a, f3, and y are to follow consecutively, each upon the comple-
tion of its previous one. This is the normal course of actions in this block. However, in case of any excep-
tions, e.g., occurrence of e2, this normal case is to be preempted and another state, e.g., the block labeled 
e2, must be entered. In other words, occurrence of e2 takes precedence over the semicolons in block e1. 
5.7. Starting Up and Termination 
The manifold name main is special in the MANn-01.0 language. There must be a manifold definition 
with this name in every executing MANIFOLD application program. An instance of th is manifold is automati-
cally activated at the startup of the application program. The main manifold is just like any other manifold, 
with its own ports and parameters. The standard input, output, and error ports of this manifold are not spe-
cial in any way (see §9.10 for access to the standard input and output channels provided by the operating 
system). 
The actual parameters supplied on the command line activating the application program, if any, are 
passed on to the activated main manifold as string constants (§5.14.6), replacing their corresponding formal 
parameters in the main manifold definition. The main manifold, thus, has a special (restricted) parameter 
declaration: its parameters can be of type process (character string constants) only. Any formal parameter 
of main for which no actual parameter is supplied is set to the default empty character string. 
The startup protocol of a manifold instance involves the special event start (see §5 .15.4 and §5.2.2), 
and is as follows. Upon activation, the special startup event start is raised inside a manifold instance. Its 
processor, then, locates and enters the block labeled with start. Such a block must exist in every manifold 
and manner. Typically, this block is used to perform some initializations, before making a transition to 
another block. The event start is also raised as soon as a new invocation of a manner is e ntered by a mani-
fold processor. Thus, the first block that becomes active in a manner call is its start block. 
Termination of any process instance always raises the special event death (§5.15.4) by that process 
instance, to inform its observers, if any, of its imminent extinction. This event is raised irrespective of the 
conditions under which the termination of a process instance occurs. The cause of the termination can, for 
example, be successful completion, an error, or due to an abort (see below, and §5.15.4). 
A requesting for termination of a manifold involves the special event terminate (§5.15.4), which can 
be raised directly by rais e, or as the result of a deactivate or a shutdown primitive action (see §5.11 ) . The 
default compiler provided handling block for this event terminates a manifold instance. This default is 
overridden if a manifold supplies its own handler for this event. 
When a terminate block is entered, all events from all sources are ignored. However, it is possible 
for a manifold to leave its terminate block via a do; it can even completely ignore termination requests by 
specifying ignore, or save it for future handling by specifying save as the handling block for terminate. 
Atomic processes that are the targets of a terminate event, receive proper interrupt signals that 
request their voluntary termination. 
Immediate, inescapable termination of a process involves the special event abort (§5.15.4) which can 
be raised directly by raise, or as the result of the cancel primitive action (see §5.11 ). The compiler supplied 
default handler for abort immediately terminates the manifold instance. The abort event is properly com-
municated to atomic processes, when necessary, in the form of inescapable interrupts that cause their termi-
nation. It is an error to provide a handler block for abort in a manifold. 
t Although programmers are quite used to this style, it is counter-intuitive to humans. Our natural style for giving instruc-
tions is to first state the default behavior, what is the normal case, and then a<ld the modifiers necessary to take care of the 
exceptions. 
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5.8. Declarative Statements 
The purpose of a declarative statement is to define a name and its associated referent. Declarative 
statements can appear in two places within a manifold or manner definition: before the body and inside the 
body. They can also appear in atomic process specifications (§5.4), and outside of any manifold, manner, 
or atomic process specification in source file (§5.8.1). 
The declarative statements that appear before a manifold body or in an atomic process specification, 
comprise its public declarative section. They define its formal parameters and the events and ports through 
which it communicates with other processes in its environment. The declarative statements that appear 
before the body of a manner define its formal parameters only. The declarative statements that appear 
inside a manifold or manner body comprise its private declarative section. These entities are strictly 
private to the manifold or manner itself. 
5.8.1. Global Names 
Names defined by declarative statements in a source file outside of any manifold or manner 
definition are considered to be global names for all manifolds in that file. Names of manners, manifolds, 
and atomic processes defined in a file are also globally defined. This means that the name of a manifold or 
manner definition is known within its own definition, and thus recursion is possible. References to a global 
name from within any manifold or manner definition in a file are references to the same execution time 
entity, unless the global definition is overridden for that manifold or manner (§5.8.3). 
5.8.2. External Names 
The keywords extern, Import, and export are used to define external names. External names are used 
to establish the correspondence between the object codes produced from separately compiled MANIF01.o 
source files. The compiler generates the proper instructions for the linker to make sure that all references 
to an external name correspond to the same execution time entity. 
These keywords can appear only as modifiers to global declarations (§5.8.J ). The entities defined in 
the private and public declaration sections of manners, manifolds, and atomic process specifications cannot 
be made external. 
The keyword ,extern can appear as a prefix to global event declarations only. The keyword Import 
can appear as a replacement for the body of a manifold or manner definition, or as a substitute for the key-
word atomic in an atomic process specification. This indicates that the actual definition of the atomic pro-
cess, manner, or manifold is contained in a separate source file. The actual atomic process specification or 
manifold or manner definition in that file must include the keyword export as a prefix before its name. 
5.8.3. Scope Rules 
The scope of a name is the syntactic context wherein that name is known as to denote the same 
entity. The scope of the names of atomic process specifications, manner definitions and manifold 
definitions contained in a source file is the entire source file. The scope of the names defined in the private 
declarative section (inside the body) of a manifold or manner is the manifold or the manner itself. 
Ports of a manifold or atomic process are accessible to any process that knows its name and the name 
of its ports. Ports of a process, together with the events defined in its public declaration section, provide 
the communication links of a process with other processes running in its environment. 
The scope of the names defined in the declarative statements outside of any manifold or manner 
definition, is the entire source file (see §5.8.J). 
Non-local names (i.e., used but not defined in a context), are statically bound to the entities with the 
same name in their enclosing contexts. It is a compile-time error if a non-local name remains unresolved. 
The binding of dynamic entities in manners is postponed until their invocation (see §5.8.8). 
The scope of (non-parameter) events defined in the public declaration section of a manifold 
definition or atomic process specification is all manifold definitions and atomic process specifications in the 
same source file that define the same event in their public declaration sections. All instances of such 
atomic processes and manifolds share an identical event definition, which allows them to communicate 
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through the shared event. (This effectively creates a group of processes that privately share a global event 
definition.) 
event e. 
U() 
event e. 
{ 
e: ... 
} 
V() 
event e. 
{ 
b: raise e. 
} 
W{) 
{ 
event e. 
b: do e. 
} 
X() 
{ 
event e. 
b: do e. 
} 
Y() 
{ 
e: ... 
} 
Z() 
{ 
b: raise e. 
} 
Figure 2 - Example of Scope rules for events 
As an example, consider a MANIFoLo source file that contains a global declaration for an event e. This 
file also contains six manifold definitions, U, V, W, X, Y, and z. Y and Z do not define, but use an event 
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named e. W and X each has a private declaration for an event e. U and Veach has a declaration for an 
event e in its public declaration section, but e is not a parameter for U or V. These seven scopes are dep-
icted in Figure 2. In this figure, boxes with the same shading represent scopes that share the same entity as 
event e. It is clear from this figure that in this example, there are actually four different events known as e. 
The above scope rules lead to the following situation. The event e that the instances of Y and Z use is 
the global event e defined in the source file. Every instance of Wand X has its own unique local event e 
that is unrelated to any other event known by anyone else: they cannot communicate through what they 
know as e with any other process. All instances of U and V know the same event as e, but this event is dif-
ferent than the global event e known to X and Y. 
5.8.4. Process Instaaces 
The construct: 
process X is Y[(argtype 1 ,argtype2 , • • • ,arg1ype.)]. 
(where square brackets enclose optional items) defines the name x as an instance of the process definition Y. 
The symbol Y is either the name of a manifold definition, or the name of an atomic process specification. 
The symbol Y can be optionally followed by a signature (§5.5). It is always permissible to supply the signa-
ture of the process in this declaration, and the compiler checks the signature for its validity. However, if 
the name Y unambiguously designates only one manifold definition or atomic process specification in the 
scope of this declaration, the signature can be left out. 
More generally, 
process X .,x 2 . · · · ,X. is Y[(argtype 1,argrype2 , • • • ,argrype.)]. 
defines x 1 through x. as instances of Y. 
A process insta.nce can be defined as a place holder for a real process instance, a reference to which 
will be made available at execution time. For instance, the construct: 
proceaa XJ:(argrype 1,argtype2 • · • • ,argtypen)I deref P. 
defines x as the process (with the given signature) whose reference is found at execution time in the next 
unit obtained from P. The optional signature serves a d ifferent purpose in this declarative statement. If it is 
absent, any process reference produced by P will bind to x at execution time. However, in this case, the 
name x cannot be used to activate this process (see §5.11). When a signature is supplied, the execution 
time binding of x and the process reference produced by P will take place only if their signatures match. In 
this case, of course, the namex can be used in an activate primitive action. See §5.8.9 for more details on 
dereferencing. 
See §5.8.7 for the declaration of process-type formal parameters in manifolds and manners. See also 
§5.8.8 for declaration of dynamically-binding process entities in manners. 
Note that the process declarative statements only define a name x as a distinct instance of a process 
definition, or as an alias for a process instance created elsewhere. They do not activate these process 
instances. See activate primitive in §5.11. 
5.8.5. Port Definitio ns 
Port definitions can appear only in manifold definitions, in the public declaration section of manner 
definitions, or in atomic process specifications. They cannot appear in the private declarative section of a 
manner definition, nor can they appear among declarative statements that appear in a source fi le outside of 
all manifold and manner definition. Since manners have no ports of their own, port definitions in manners 
must refer to their formal parameters only (see §5.8.7 and §5.10.2). 
The construct: 
port type name i. name2, ···,name. (mode] [buffer-spec]. 
defines each name; as a port with type type, and the buffer specification buffer-spec. The port type is either In 
or out, designating every name; as a111 input or output port, from the view point of its owner process (see 
§5.12.4.1). The optional buffer-spec is a regular expression defining the units that are accepted by a port and 
a re-bundling of the information it receives into the units that it sends out. See §5.8.5.1 for buffer 
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specifications and Appendix A for the syntax of the regular expressions. When no buffer-spec is given for a 
port, it simply accepts and delivers every unit it receives without checking or rebundling. 
The only acceptable value for the optional mode field is autoflush. If specified, it designates the port 
as a flushing port. Its significance is that any stream whose source or sink is a flushing port, will be a flush-
ing stream. Streams are otherwise non-flushing. (See §4.2 for the definition of flushing and non-flushing 
streams.) 
Port definitions that appear inside the body of a manifold definition define its private ports. The only 
difference between a public port and a private port in a manifold is that access to the private ports of mani-
folds is restricted. A public port of a manifold can be used by any other manifold (that knows its name and 
the name of its public port) to construct. a pipeline. A private port of a manifold can be used exclusively by 
the manifold itself. However, a manifold can always produce a reference to one of its (public or private) 
ports using the & action (§5.l 1) and send the resulting port reference unit out on a stream. Jn this case, any 
manifold receiving this port reference unit can dereference it (§5.8.9) and access its port, regardless of its 
public/private status. 
Port definitions in manifolds must specify at least the type and the name of a port. The other two 
fields, mode and buffer-spec, are optional. A port definition in a manner must specify only a name (which 
must be a formal parameter of the manner) and a type (see §5.3). The mode and the buffer-spec of formal 
parameter ports will be supplied by their corresponding actual parameters. 
Three ports are automatically defined for every process: the reserved names input, output, and error 
are the standard input, standard output, and the standard error ports of a process (see §5.15 .3). The defau It 
buffer specification for all three standard ports is such that they transfer every unit they receive intact. It is 
possible to redefine this default buffer specification for the standard ports in port statements, or to change 
their modes to autoflush, but their types cannot be changed. 
A port name can be defined as a place holder for a real port, a reference to which will be made avail-
able at execution time. For instance, the construct: 
port type name deref Y. 
defines. name as a synonym for a port with type type, whose reference is found at execution time in the next 
unit obtained from Y . See §5.8.9 for more details on dereferencing. 
See §5.8.7 for the declaration of port-type formal parameters in manifolds and manners. See also 
§5.8.8 for declaration of dynamically-binding port entities in manners. 
5.8.5.l. Buffers 
A buffer is a transit holding place for the information under transport through a port. Buffers are 
properties of ports, and thus belong to processes. A buffer defines meaningful groupings of the bits that 
flow through its port, as viewed by its owner process. The meaningful groups are specified using a regular 
expression grammar (see Appendix A)-
The regular expression of a buffer is used to match against the stream of bits arriving on the incom-
ing side of the port. The extracted value of this match (see Appendix A) is passed out as a new unit on the 
outgoing side of the port. The difference between the matched string and its extracted value, if any, is dis-
carded. Units arriving on the incoming side of a port that cause a mismatch with the expected input 
according to the regular expression, are rejected in their entirety. Rejection of a unit raises the badunit 
event in the manifold (see §5.15.4) with the port as its event source. 
The regular expressions of ports are an effective means for "type checking" and can be used to 
assure that the units received by a manifold are "meaningful." The regular expression of a buffer implies 
a certain number of bits to represent the strings in the buffer. This is called the unit length. Note that the 
unit length of a port need not be a fixed number. 
The notion of a buffer is not a fundamental concept in the MANwo1.o model. In the MANffow model, 
the functionality of buffers can be trivially provided by placing atomic filter processes that perform 
equivalent regular expression re-bundling, before input ports and after output ports of each process. By 
explicitly associating this functionality with individual ports, the MANU"ou> language (1) makes it more con-
venient for users to specify the re-bundling of units, when necessary, and (2) makes it easier for t he 
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MANI.FOLD system to "optimize" these filter processes into their corresponding ports, when and if it is 
deemed appropriate in an implementation. 
In the case of atomic processes, buffers provide a convenient means to specify the conversions 
necessary for exchange of information between them and the MANIFOLD system. These conversions are done 
by the MAN1mw system on behalf of the atomic processes. 
On output ports, buffers define the unit boundaries for the information placed into the streams. 
Streams guarantee that the contents of a unit, i.e., the sequence of bits representing the contents of an out-
put buffer, is kept together. This is crucial if an input port is simultaneously connected to more than one 
output port: it prevents inter-mixing of bits coming from different ports that would garble the information 
from all sources. 
On input ports, buffers make it more convenient for processes to read their input. The unit length of 
an input port need not be the same as the length of the units it receives. The incoming unit boundaries are 
detectable by port buffers and can be used for anchoring their regular expressions (see Appendix A). How-
ever, they have no other significance, and an input buffer is free to regroup the contents of several units 
from a stream (or select partial segments of units) to form units meaningful to its own process. 
5.8.6. Event Definitions 
There are two types of events in the MANIFOI.o language: builtin and user defined. Builtin events are a 
set of predefined reserved names that correspond to specific conditions during the execution of a process, 
e.g., startup and termination of a process, various system interrupts, special error conditions, etc. (see 
§5.15.4). User defined events are identifier names designating event handler blocks within manifolds. 
All user defined events must be explicitly defined in MANIFOLD. The only way for two manifolds to 
communicate via an event is for them to know the same event name in the same scope. The construct: 
defines each name; as an event in the scope of this declarative statement. This enables the manifolds in its 
scope to raise or handle each name;. 
An event name can be defined as a place holder for a real event, a reference to which will be made 
available at execution time. For instance, the construct: 
event name deref Y. 
defines name as the event whose reference is contained in the next unit that is obtained at execution time 
from Y. See §5.8.9 for more details on dereferencing. 
Events of interest to an atomic process must be explicitly defined in its specification (see §5.4). The 
actual propagation of events between a MANIFOLD application program and its atomic processes is inherently 
implementation-environment dependent. See §6.3 for more detail on the specification of the necessary 
mappings. 
See §5.8.7 for the declaration Qf event-type forma.I parameters in manifolds and manners. See also 
§5.8.8 for declaration of dynamically-binding event entities in manners. 
5.8. 7. Formal Parameter Declarations 
The following constructs are used to define the formal paramet,ers of manners and manifolds. The 
rules for parameter passing are explained in §5.10. 
event name., name2, · · · namen. 
manner name 1. name2. . . . namen. 
port out name 1 , name2, · · · namen· 
process name 1[(arg1ype1,1,arg1ype 1.2. · · · ,argtype 1,;)], name2[(arg1ypez,1,argrype2.2, · · · ,argtype2.j)], 
name.[(argtype •. 1,argtype., 2• · · · ,argtype.,k)). 
The square brackets, above, indicate that the specification of a signature for a process formal 
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parameter is optional. If a signature is not specified for a process formal parameter x, any process instance 
can be passed as its actual parameter. However, in this case, the name x cannot be used to activate this 
process (see §5.9 and §5.11). When a signature is supplied for a process formal parameter x, its actual 
parameter is accepted only if its signatures matches that of x. In this case, of course, lhe name x can be 
used in an activate primitive action. 
5.8.8. Dynamic Binding 
Manners are dynamically nested in MANu-·01.0. Thus, an entity used in a manner can get bound to an 
appropriate entity in the environment of its caller at execution time (see §5.3). The declarative constructs: 
process X i[(argtype 1, 1,argtype 1.2• · · · ,argtype 1.;)J, X 2[(argtype 2. ,.argtype l.1• · · · ,argtype2.j)), 
x.[(argtypen, l •argtypen, 2· .. . ,argtypen,k)) dynamic. 
event X 1 ,X 2. · · · .Xn dynamic. 
port type X 1 ,X2. · · · ,Xn dynamic. 
where type is either in or out, are used for dynamic binding in manner calls. Square brackets enclose 
optional items and these constructs are allowed only in the public declaration section of manners. They 
define X; as place-holders for their corresponding entities that will be filled with appropriate real entities 
upon invocation of a manner. A target entity for such a place-holder is found by following the dynamic 
chain of manner invocations in a last-in-first-out order, terminating with the environment of the manifold to 
which the executing processor belongs. A target entity is the first (public or private) e11tity with the same 
name and compatible type found in this search. (Note that a target entity for a x, can itself be a dynamic 
entity. Of course, at the time that it is considered as a potential target for dynamic binding of X;, it clearly 
has a concrete binding and is thus nod ifferent than other entities defined using non-dynamic declarations.) 
A dynamic event binds to the first event declaration found with the same name. A dynamic port, P, 
can bind to a target port or a process named P, depending on which is found first. A dynamic In port, P, 
binds to the first in port named P, or to the standard output port of the first process named P. Analogously, a 
dynamic out port, P, binds to the first out port named P, or to the standard input port <Jf the first process 
named P. 
A dynamic process binds to the first process instance defined with the same name. Specification of a 
signature for a dynamic process is optional. If a signature is not specified for a dynamic process x,, it can 
bind to any process instance with the same name. However, in this case, the name X; cannot be used to 
activate this process (see §5.9 and §5.11 ). When a signature is supplied for a dynamic process X;, the target 
for its binding must have the same name and its signatures must match that of X;. In t!his case, of course, 
the namex, can be used in an activate primitive action. 
If a dynamic entity remains unbound once the search through the dynamic chain of manner activa-
tions is complete, a message is placed in the error port, the event unresolved (§5.15.4) is raised, and it is 
bound to an appropriate default. The default is void (§5.15.2) if the dynamic entity is a process, void.Input 
or void.output if it is a port, or noevent (§5.15.4) if it is an event. 
5.8.9. Dereferencing 
The declarative constructs: 
process X t((argtype 1 • .,argtype 1.2 , · · · ,arglype l.i )], X 2[(argtype2.1 .argtype2.2• · · · ,argtype2.j)J, 
Xn[(argtypen, 1,argtypen, 2• · • • ,argtypen.k)I deref Y. 
event X 1 ,X 2. · • · .Xn deref Y. 
port type X 1,X 2, · · · ,Xn deref Y. 
where type is either In or out, are used for dereferencing. They declare X; to be, respectively, a process 
instance with the given signature (if provided), an event, or a port of the specified type. However, the 
actual entity denoted here by X; remains unknown until the activation of the manifold instance or invocation 
of the manner that contains these declaratives. It is expected that a reference to this entity will be con-
tained in the next unit delivered by y during the initialization of the manifold instance or the invoked 
manner. The compiler allows Y to be a (local or non-local) source port or a process. When Y is a process, it 
is taken to be a short-hand for Y.output. Reference uni ts are produced by the & action (§5.11 ). 
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The dereferencing constructs are allowed only in the private declaration sections of manners and 
manifolds. The next unit produced by Yin each case is always consumed. 
Specification of a signature for a dereferenced process is optional. If a signature is not specified for a 
dereferenced process X;, any process instance will be accepted as its replacement at execution time. How-
ever, in this case, the name X; cannot be used to activate this process (see §5.9 and §5.11 ). When a signa-
ture is supplied for a dereferenced process X;, its execution-time replacement is accepted only if its signa-
tures matches that of X; . In this case, of course, the name X; can be used in an activate primitive action. 
Successful dereferencing of an In-type port requires a unit containing a source port reference, which 
is usually an output port of some process. Similarly, successful dereferencing of an out-type port requires a 
unit containing a sink port reference, which is usually an input port of some process. See §5.12.4.1 for 
more detail on source and sink ports. 
If the unit produced by Y is not a reference unit, or if it is not compatible with the <leclaration of X; , a 
message is placed in the error port, the event badrefunlt (§5.15.4) is raised, and X; is set to an appropriate 
default. The default is void (§5.15.2), noevent (§5.15.4), void.Input, or void.output, depending on whether X; 
is a process, an event, an out, or an In type port. The dereferencing declaratives that appear in a manner or 
manifold are resolved in the sequential order of their appearance in the MAMFOLD source program. 
5.8.!l.O. Permanent Event Sources 
The statement: 
permanentname1 , name 2 , · · · namen· 
makes each process name name; a permanent source of events for all blocks within the scope of this state-
ment. (See §5.2.1 and §5.2.3.) The scope of a permanent statement is (1) all manifolds, but not manners 
(see below), defined in a source file, if the statement appears outside of all manifold definitions in the file; 
(2) the manifold containing the statement only, if it appears in the private declaration section of a manifold; 
or (3) the manner containing the statement, if it appears in a manner (§5 .3). Note that ports cannot be men-
tioned in a permanent statement. The local ports of a manifold are always permanent sources of events in 
that manifold (and any manners it may call). Note also that any event source that is permanent within a 
manifold, also remains in effect as a permanent event source inside all its manner invocations, i.e., manner 
calls dynamically inherit permanent event sources from their callers. 
Conceptually, the run-time MANIFOLD system is always defined as a permanent source of events in all 
application programs. The source of these events is the special process systlffi (§5.15.2). 
5.9. Process Activation 
A manifold M can activate an instance of any atomic process or manifold definition whose name and 
signature is known to M. Because the name and signature of a manifold definition is known inside the 
definition itself, manifolds can also recursively activate instances of themselves. There are two forms of 
process activation: explicit and implicit. 
Explicit activation refers to an explicit use of the activate action (§5.11), passing it the name of an 
already created process P together with its actual parameter values, if any. This activates the named pro-
cess instance and passes the specified actual parameters to it. The process instance P must be defined in a 
process declarative statement that provides a signature for P (see §5.8.4). The activation fails if there is a 
mismatch between the signature of P and the type and the number of the supplied actual parameters. 
Implicit activation refers to the use of a process definition name followed by a (possibly empty) 
comma-separated list of actual parameters in a pair of parentheses, in place of a process (instance) name. 
Every encounter with such an implicit activation creates a new instance of the process definition, activates 
it, and passes the specified actual parameters to it. The implicit activation is then replaced by the name of 
this newly created instance. The activation fc.ils if there is a mismatch between the signature of the process 
definition and the type and the number of the supplied actual parameters. Since the names of implicitly 
activated process instances are not known at compile time, they are called anonymous instances. Named 
instances of processes (defined in process declarative statements), cannot be activated in this way; they 
must be explicitly activated by an activate primitive action. 
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5.10. Parameter Passing 
Parameters can be passed to process instances upon their activation, or to manner instances upon 
their invocation. The actual parameter passed in place of a formal parameter cannot be changed in the pro-
cess instance or the manner invocation: formal parameters lake on their read-only values only once. 
Groups and pipelines passed as actual parameters to a manifold or an atomic process are always first 
simplified (§5.12.3) in the calling environment before they are passed. Thus, local port names (§5.12.1 ), 
references to self and parent (§5.15.2), and the default input and output ports referenced by the dangling 
arrows at the ends of pipelines (§5.12.3.1 ), are all resolved in the enviro11Jment of the caller. 
Simplification of groups and pipelines passed as actual parameters to manners occurs, if necessary, 
when their corresponding manner parameters are combined in pipelines in the handling blocks of a manner. 
The actual parameters passed in a manner invocation are not evaluated unless and until they are actually 
used in a handling block of the invoked manner. 
The types and the number of actual parameters in a manner call, or manifold and atomic process 
activation are used, if necessary, to disambiguate an overloaded functor. See §5.5 for the details and the 
relevant precedence rules. 
The observability rule for the actual parameters of manifolds and atomic processes is that no process 
or port named in an actual parameter is automatically an observable source of events in the calling block. 
When an event source must be observable in a block where it is also (part of) an actual parameter, it must 
be made observable explicitly using a permanent (§5.8.10) or a group construction. 
The observability rule for the actual parameters of manner calls is that an event source in an actual 
parameter is observable if it becomes an observable event source by recursively removing layers of manner 
calls and ignoring its sibling actual parameters, starting at the block level. 
For example, consider the following event handling block: 
e: m(n(q, r(a, b), p(c, d)), s(t, u(y, z)) , x - v, w). 
Assume that m, n , r, and u are manner names and p and s are implicit process activations. The rest of the 
symbols are either ports or processes. Event source w is observable because if we remove the top-level 
manner call, m, and ignore all of its parameters except w, then the result is the block e: w., where w is 
observable. Similarly, removing m and ignoring all of its parameters except the third, yields e: x ~ v. 
Thus, both v and x are observable event sources in the original block. Analogously, s is observable, but 
because it is a process, none of its actual parameters are observable, so t is not observable. Note that 
although u is a manner call, because s is a process, u cannot be reached by the recursive application of OiUr 
rule, and therefore y and z are not observable. Recursively removing n shows that p and q are observable, 
but not c and d. Another recursive application of the rule to r reveals that a and b are also observable 
sources of events. 
5.10.1. Manifold Parameters 
The formal parameters of a manifold can be ports, events, or processes. The types of all formal 
parameters of a manifold must be explicitly defined in its public declaration section (§5.2) using proper 
declarative statements (§5.8.7). Table 1 shows a summary of parameter passing rules for manifolds. 
An event formal parameter must be declared as such in an event definition (§5.8.6). The actual 
parameter corresponding to an event formal parameter must be an event. An event parameter of a manifold 
cannot appear in the labels of its blocks. 
A port formal parameter must be declared as such in a port definition (§5.8.5). No mode or buffer-
spec can be defined for port formal parameters. The actual parameter corresponding to a port formal 
parameter must be a port with compatible type (see Table I). Port formal parameters of manifolds cannot 
be used in event handling block labels (see §5.2.2). 
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Formal parameter Actual parameter Notes 
event event 
port In source port The actual parameter can be ;, p.1, or self.o, where i 
and o are, respectively, a local input and a local out-
put port of the calling manifold, p is some process 
known to the calling manifold, and 1 is an output port 
ofp. See §5.12.4.1. 
port out sink port The actual parameter can be o, p.1, or self.;, where ; 
and o are, respectively, a local input and a local out-
put port of the calling manifold, p is some process 
known to the calling manifold, and 1 is an input port 
ofp. See §5.12.4.1. 
port In process The actual parameter is the standard output of the 
specified process 
port out process The actual parameter is the standard input of the 
specified process 
process process 
Table 1 - Summary of parameter passing for manifolds 
Process formal parameters must be explicitly defined as such in process parameter declaration state-
ments. The statement 
process proc 1[(argtype 1,1,argtype 1,2. · · · ,argtype1.;)], proc2[(argrype2,1,argrype2,2. · · · ,argtypez,j)], 
proc.[(argtype • . i,argrype •• 2. · · · ,argtype.,k)]. 
defines formal parameters proc 1 through proc. as process parameters, with the specified signatures, if pro-
vided. The actual parameter corresponding to a process formal parameter must be a process instance. See 
§5.8.7 for the significance and the consequences of providing or omitting signatures for process formal 
parameters. 
5.10.2. Manner Parameters 
The formal parameters of a manner can be of type event, port, process, manner, or group. The types 
of all formal parameters of a manner must be explicitly declared in its header (§5.8 .. 7). Table 2 shows a 
summary of parameter passing rules for manners. 
An event formal parameter must be declared as such in an event definition (§5.8.6). The actual 
parameter corresponding to an event formal parameter must be an event. 
Process formal parameters must be explicitly defined as such in process parameter declaration state-
ments. The rules for process formal parameters are the same as the case of manifolds (see §5.10.1). 
A port formal parameter must be declared as such in a port definition (§5.8.5). No mode or buffer-
spec can be defined for port formal parameters. The actual parameter passed for a port formal parameter of 
a manner must be a port with compatible type (see Table 2). If a port formal parameter of a manner is used 
in a block label in that manner, its actual parameter is expected to be a local port of the executing manifold 
process (§5.2.2). This is checked on manner invocation. A message is placed in the error port and the 
event needlocalport (§5.15.4) is raised if the actual parameter does not belong to the executing manifold 
process. However, this is not a fatal error, and the manner invocation will proceed normally. The only 
other consequence of this "error" is that the invoked manner will be unable to react on any events raised 
by this port. 
Process formal parameters must be explicitly defined as such in process parameter declaration 
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statements. The statement 
process proc if(argtype 1. 1.ar!!typc 1.2· · · · ,urgty pe 1.i)), proc 2[(urgtypc 2•1,argtyp<· 2•2 • · · · ,argtypc2.j)l , 
prt>en[(argtypen, 1,urxrypen,2• · · · .argtypen.k) ). 
defines formal parameters proc 1 through procn as process parameters, with the specified signatures, if pro-
vided!. The actual parameter corresponding to a process formal parameter must be a process instance. See 
§5.8.7 for the significance and the consequences of providing or omitting signatures for process formal 
parameters. 
Formal parameter Actual parameter Notes 
event event 
port in source port The actual parameter can be i, self.o, or p.1, where ; and o are, 
respectively, a local input and a local output port of the cat-
ling manifold, p is some process known to the calling mani-
fold, and 1 is an output port of p. See §5.12.4.1. 
port out sink port The actual parameter can be o, self.i, or p.1, where; and o are, 
respectively, a local input and a local output port of the ea!-
Jing manifold, p is some process known to the calling mani-
fold, and 1 is an input port of p. See §5 .12.4. 1. 
port in process The actual parameter is the standard output of the specified 
process 
port out process The actual parameter is the standard input of the specified 
process 
process process 
manner manner call 
group source port The actual parameter, P, has the same syntax as above. The 
specified port, P, is converted to a group with an output, by 
enclosing it in a pair of parentheses. The effective value of 
the formal parameter in the called manner is (P--+ ). 
group sink port The actual parameter, P, has the same syntax as above. The 
specified port, P, is converted to a group with an input by 
enclosing it in a pair of parentheses. The effective value of 
the formal parameter in the called manner is ( .-p). 
group process The specified process, P, is converted to a g roup with input 
and output by enclosing it in a pair of parentheses. The ef-
fective value of the formal parameter in the called manner 
is (---+P-). 
group pipeline The specified pipeline, P is. converted to a group by enclos-
ing it in a pair of parentheses. The effective value of the 
formal parameter in the called manner is (P). 
group I group The specified group, G is converted to a group by enclosing 
l it in a pair of parentheses. The effective value of the for-
mal parameter in the called manner is (C). 
Table 2 - Summary of parameter passing for manners 
Group formal parameters must be explicitly defined as such in group parameter declaration state-
ments. The statement group param 1 , param2, • · · param. defines formal parameters parum 1 through param,. as 
group parameters. The actual parameter corresponding to a group formal parameter is converted to a 
group. The actual parameter simply replaces its corresponding group formal parame~er in a manner call. 
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The actions implied by an actual parameter (including construction of its pipelines and performing its prim-
itive actions) are performed only if and when its corresponding group formal parameter is encountered dur-
ing the execution of the invoked manner. 
Note that effectively, an additional pair of parentheses is used to enclose any actual parameter 
corresponding to a group formal parameter. This allows the caller to have a control over whether or not 
connections to/from the group can be established inside the called manner. For example, consider a group 
formal parameter Gin a manner M. Suppose G is used in Min a pipeline such as A-+ G-+ B. A call to M can 
specify -+ P-+ or(-+ P -+)as the actual parameter for G, where P is some process or pipeline, possibly 
with nested groups. The effective value of G in this case is (-+ P -+) or ((-+ P -+ )), respectively. Replace-
ment of Gin its context and its simplification in the called manner then implies that in the first instance, the 
output of A and the input of B are effectively connected to the input and output of P, respectively. In the 
second instance, the extra set of parentheses prevents effective connections between A, P, and B. 
Manner call formal parameters must be explicitly defined as such in manner parameter declaration 
statements. The statement manner param 1, param2, · · · param. defines formal parameters param 1 through 
param,. as manner parameters. The actual parameter corresponding to a manner formal parameter must be a 
manner call. 
5.10.3. Atomic Process Parameters 
All formal parameters of atomic processes are of type port in. Table 3 shows a summary of parame-
ter passing rules for atomic processes. An actual parameter in an atomic process activation can be a unit-
producing port or a process. The compiler supplied interface to atomic processes obtains the next unit pro-
duced by this port, or the next unit produced by the standard output of the process, and passes it as its 
corresponding actual parameter to the atomic process. 
Formal parameter Actual parameter Notes 
port in source port The actual parameter can be i, p.1, or self.a, where ; 
and o are, respectively, a local input and a local out-
put port of the calling manifold, p is some process 
known to the calling manifold, and 1 is an output port 
of p. See §5.12.4.1. 
port in process The actual parameter is the standard output of the 
specified process 
Table 3 - Summary of parameter passing for atomic processes 
Note that it is possible to produce units that are event, port, or process references and it is possible to 
pass them to atomic processes as actual parameters. However, generally, such units contain little useful 
information for an atomic process, and their format and contents are highly implementation dependent. 
The activation of an atomic process instance is subject to availability of all of its actual parameters. 
The effective activation remains pending until all expected units are produced by their corresponding 
actual parameters. 
5.11. Primitive Actions 
Primitive actions are the basic operations of a MAN1mLo abstract machine. Thus, primitive actions are 
actually performed by the processor of a manifold instance. However, from a linguistic point of view, it is 
sometimes useful to pretend that primitive actions are also "special processes" that perform their function 
and then terminate. Some primitive actions have their own "ports" and can be used in pipelines, like nor-
mal processes. Primitive actions raise a break event upon their completion. 
& The prefix operator & is a primitive action that produces a reference to its operand on its 
activate 
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standard output. The operand of a & can be a process, a local port name, or an event 
name. The resulting reference is a unit that comes out of the standard output port of the 
action and can pass through streams like other units. Such a reference unit can be 
dereferenced in some other manifold using an appropriate dereferencing construct (see 
§5.8.9). 
Note that if the operand of & is a port, it must be a local port of the executing process. 
However, for a local port name L, both &l and &self.I are allowed, producing different 
results: if l is an input (output) port of the executing process, then &l produces a port 
reference that can be used only as a source (sink) port, once it is dereferenced, while the 
port reference produced by &self./ can be used only as a sink (source), after dereferenc-
ing. If l is an input port, the unit produced by &l is suitable for dereferencing by a port in 
dereferencing construct, whereas &self./ can be dereferenced only as a port out. Simi-
larly, if l is an output port, the unit produced by &l is suitable for dereferencing by a port 
out dereferencing construct, whereas &self.! can be dereferenced only as a port In. 
The action activate process-ref causes the activation of a new instance of the named pro-
cess. The argument process-ref is a process name, optionally followed by a list of actual 
parameters enclosed in a pair of parenthesis. Process names are names defined in pro-
cess declarative statements and their signature must be known in the scope where the 
activate action appears (§5.9, §5.8.4). The supplied actual parameters must match the 
signature of the process, and replace their corresponding formal parameters in the 
activated process instance. The process instance that successfully activates another pro-
cess instance becomes the parent of the latter (§5.9, §5.15.2). 
Activating an already active process is not an error and has no consequence. A deac-
tivated process cannot be activated again. The activate action produces a boolean 
(§5.14) result on its standard output port, which is true if the process was activated by 
this action and false otherwise. Any errors encountered during process activation are 
placed in the standard error port of the activate action. 
The argument process-ref is not automatically included as a source of events in the 
preemption set of the block containing the activate action. 
cancel the action cancel broadcasts the special event abort (§5.15.4) to all processes in the MAN•· 
FOLD system. The source of the abort event initiated by cancel is system (§5.15.2). See 
§5.7 for process termination protocols. 
deactivate The action deactivate process-name causes a terminate (§5.15.4) event to be raised inside 
the named process instance. The source of this terminate event is system (§5.15.2). See 
§5.7 for process termination protocols. The argument process-name is not automatically 
included as a source of events in the preemption set of the block containing the deac-
tivate action. 
do 
gt!:tunlt 
It is not an error to deactivate a non-active process. The deactivate action returns a 
boolean result in its standard output port which is true if the process was active prior to 
the action and false, otherwise. Note that a true result does not necessarily mean that the 
target process was (or will be) actually deactivated; terminate events can be ignored by 
processes (§5.15.4). 
The action do event raises the named event inside of the manifold. No process outside of 
the manifold is affected by this action. Internally, the effect of this action is the same as 
if the manifold had observed the said event occurrence in its environment. The source 
of events raised by do is self (§5.15.2). 
Unlike raise, the event in do can be any event for which a programmer defined handling 
block exists. For example, do start is permissible. 
The action getunit(pon) waits, if necessary, for the availability of a unit in the departure 
side (§5.12.4.1) of the named port and delivers it as the output of the action. The named 
port must be a local port of the manifold. This action can be used in pipelines like nor-
mal processes, except that (since it has no standard input port) it can never appear on the 
guard 
haft 
Ignore 
raise 
return 
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right had side of a-+. 
More than one getunlt on the same port can be specified in a given event handling block. 
For example, the group (getunlt(t) -+B, getunlt(I)-+ C,A -+D) is valid. Multiple getunlts 
on the same port in the same block deliver the same next unit out of the port on their 
respective standard output ports. Similarly, it is permissible to have a combination of 
normal stream connections and getunlts involving the same port in the same block. For 
example, the group (getunit(I) -+ B, getunit(t) -+ C, l -+ D) is also valid. The first two 
pipelines in this group are broken after the first unit out oft is delivered to both Band C, 
while the third pipeline still remains to deliver additional units out of J to D after it has 
delivered the first. 
If getunlt detects that there are no more units waiting for departure at its port, and the 
arrival side of port is not presently connected to the departure side of any other (source) 
port, it raises the special event disconnected_i (§5.15.4), but then proceeds normally and 
waits for the availability of the next unit. Note that units may still remain available for 
departure at a port after its connection with the source port that produced them is broken. 
See §4.2 and §5.8.5. 
The action guard(port, event) installs a guard on the named port. The named port must 
be a local port of the executing manifold. The installed guard acts as an independent 
process, and the manifold processor can proceed with the following actions as soon as it 
is installed. The guard raises the named event inside the manifold as soon as a complete 
unit is available on the departure side (§5.12.4.1) of the named port for transport. 
An installed guard remains on its port either until it fires its event, or until it is removed 
by a later guard installation on the same port. Note, in particular, the use of guard(port, 
noevent) which removes a previously installed guard on port without installing a new 
effective guard. If multiple guards are specified on the same port in an event handling 
block, in effect, only one is actually installed. Furthermore, since the actions in a block 
are executed in a non-deterministic order, it cannot be pre-determined which is the one 
that is actually installed. 
This action raises a special priority event inside of the executing manifold. The handler 
for this event effectively terminates the executing manifold instance. 
The keyword Ignore can be used in place of a block associated with an event. This will 
cause the correspond ing event to be ignored. It is an error for Ignore to appear in any 
other context (e.g., in a pipeline or a group). An ignored event causes no change of state 
in a manifold, and therefore, the existing pipelines and the state of the manifold are left 
intact. The ignored event occurrence itself is considered to be handled and is cleared. 
The action raise event raises the named event outside of the manifold. Any process that 
can see the manifold can be affected as a consequence of the event being raised. This 
action has no effect on the manifold performing it. 
It is an error to attempt to raise any one of the system reserved events. For example, 
raise start is not permissible. See §5.15.4. 
This action raises a special priority event that is caught by its handler in every manner. 
This handler causes the manifold processor to leave the environment of the current 
manner invocation and return to its caller. It, thus, terminates the manner invocation. 
This action can appear only inside manners, not in manifolds. Upon return from a 
manner call, the returned event is raised in the environment of the caller with self as its 
source (see §5.15.4). 
save The action save is almost identical to Ignore. The only d ifference between the two is 
that in the case of save, the event occurrence itself is not considered to be handled: it is 
saved for future handling. Saved event occurrences can preempt a block just like a new 
event occurrence, as soon as the block is entered and all of its actions are performed (see 
§4, §5.2.1, and §5.2.3). 
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shutdown The action shutdown broadcasts the special event terminate (§5.15.4) to all processes in 
the MANIFOLD system. The source of this terminate event is system (§5.15.2). See deac-
tivate, above, and §5.7 for process termination protocols. 
5.12. Pipelines 
The true purpose of most blocks in manifolds and manners is to set up a network of streams among a 
set of processes, connecting their various input and output ports to each other. This is done by defining 
pipelines that will be set up as soon as the event handling block containing them is entered at execution 
time (see §5.12.5). A pipeline is a (possibly empty) set of related stream instances and involves a (non-
empty) set of processes. By definition, the relationsh.ip among the stream instances in a pipeline is such 
that a.II are deleted if one breaks. 
The remainder of this section describes the basic rules for pipeline definition. First, pipelines and 
groups are defined as syntactic constructs in the MAN1l'0L o language in §5.12.1. Next, a set of rewrite rules 
are described in §5.12.3 that allow simplification of pipelines and groups. Finally, the semantics of pipe-
lines is defined in §5.12.4. 
5.12.1. Syntax of Pipelines 
A pipeline is a non-empty expression with the syntax of a sequence of zero or more terms separated 
by right arrows(-). A pipeline may have a single leading and/or trailing--> symbol. A term in a pipeline 
is any one of the following: 
port: 
A port term is either a single name, P, or a dotted pair of two names, R.T. P is either (1) the 
name of one of the local ports of the manifold instance evaluating the pipeline expression, or 
(2) a por1 parameter, dereferenced (§5.8.9) or dynamically bound port (§5.8.8) defined in the 
scope enclosing the pipeline expression. R is either the keyword self, designating the specific 
manifold instance resolving the pipeline expression at execution time (see §5.15.2), or a pro-
cess name, designating some other process instance known to the manifold (see §5.8.4). T is 
the name of one of the ports of R. 
In the current version of the MAN1mLn language neither R nor Tin the construct R.T that desig-
nates a port, can be a parameter or a dereferenced entity (see §5.8.9). This restriction may be 
removed in a future version of the language. 
process: 
A process term is the name of a process instance known to the manifold (see §5.8.4). 
implicit activation: 
An implicit activation consists of a functor designating a manifold definition or an atomic pro-
cess specification, and a number of actual parameters. The actual syntax of an implicit activa-
tion depends on the syntactic attributes of the functor (i.e., whether it is prefix, infix, postfix, or 
matchfix, as well as its associativity; see §5.5). For all practical purposes, such an implicit 
activation is equivalent to a unique compiler-generated name for a process instance, just as 
above, designating a new instance of the given manifold definition or the atomic process 
specification, invoked w.ith the supplied actual parameters. 
primitive action: 
Any primitive action (see §5.11) can be used in a pipeline, analogous to implicit activation 
explained above. Indeed, as far as pipelines are concerned, primitive actions are the same as 
implicit activations designating predefined internal processes. However, their inclusion in 
pipelines follows their special syntax, and must be contained in their proper context. 
The special context rules for inclusion of primitive actions in pipelines can be explained by 
noting that regarded as special processes, some primitive actions do not have standard input 
and/or standard output ports. Thus, they cannot appear in pipelines where they are preceded 
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and/or succeeded by a - symbol, respectively. 
group 
A group is a comma-separated list of group members in a pair of parentheses. A group 
member is either (1) a primitive action, (2) a pipeline, or (3) another group. The order of the 
members of a group is irrelevant. 
5.12.2. Meta-pipelines 
Simplification and semantic rules in §5.12.3 and §5.12.4 are defined on a superset of pipelines that 
we call meta-pipelines. A meta-pipeline has the same syntax as a pipeline, except that the operator -f+ is 
also allowed in a meta-pipeline wherever ---> is allowed. The operator -!+ , and thus meta-pipelines, are not 
part of the MM'IF01..o language, but they make it easier to deal with pipelines in our simplification and 
semantic rules. Intuitively, the operator -I+ denotes "no connection" between its operands. 
5.12.3. Simplification of Pipelines 
Simplification rules described below are term rewriting rules that transform (a group of) arbitrary 
meta-pipelines to (a single group of) meta-pipelines with no nested groups. Simplification consists of the 
application of the following transformations. Default substitution and aliasing are performed first, and only 
once. The rest of the rules are used as applicable. 
5.12.3.1. Default Substitution 
Every meta-pipeline that is not a member of a group (i.e., appears by itself in a block, or is an actual 
parameter) and starts with a leading --->, is prepended with the keyword input. Analogously, every meta-
pipeline that is not a member of a group and ends with a trailing--->, is appended with the keyword output. 
5.12.3.2. Aliasing 
Every implicit activation or primitive action that appears in a group or meta-pipeline is replaced by a 
unique name which, for the purposes of simplification, is assumed to be a process name. 
5.12.3.3. Subsumption 
If a group member is subsumed by another member in the same group, it is deleted. A group 
member a is subsumed by another group member if they can be made identical by adding some (possibly 
empty) suffix and prefix to a. For example, A-+B-+C is subsumed by A- B-C, A-B_,.c ..... o, -.A--.B-C, and 
H-A=-B-c-o. 
5.12.3.4. Flattening 
Let G represent the group (g0 ,g 1, • · · ,g,,) appearing as a member of another group. The following 
rules flatten such simply nested groups: 
1- The group (u 0, uh · · · , uj-1> ->G-+, uj+1> ···,um) can be replaced by the group 
(uo, UJ> • • •, Uj-1> go, gl> ... , g,,, Uj+I> •'•,Um)· 
2- The group (u 0, ul> · · · , uj-1> -+G, uj+ I• ···,um) can be replaced by the group 
(uo, uh · · ·, uj-1> g'o, g'1> · · ·, g',,, uj+I> ···,um), where each g'; is obtained from g; 
by dropping its trailing---> symbol, if a ny. 
3- The group (u0, u 1, · ·-, uj-1> G-o., uj+I> ··-,um) can be replaced by the group 
(uo, ul> ···,uj-i.g'o,g'1, · · ·,g',,, uj+I> ···,um), where each g'; is obtained from g; 
by dropping its leading-+ symbol, if any. 
4- The group (u 0 , u 1 , • • ·, uj-1> G, ui+I> ···,um) can be replaced by the group 
(uo, UJ> ... , Uj -1> g'o, g'i. ... , g',,, Uj+l> ... , Um), where each g'; is Obtained from g; 
by dropping its leading and trailing-+ symbols, if any. 
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5.12.3.5. Distribution 
Let X be an arbitrary group member and G represent the group (g 0 ,g 1, • • • ,g,.). The following rules 
distribute the connections between X and G over the members of G: 
1- The construct G -+ X can be replaced by the group (u 0 ,u 1 , • • • ,u,.), where u; is: 
(a) g; + X if g; has no trailing-+ symbol; or 
(b) g';-+ X if g; is "g'; -+"(i.e., it has a trailing-+ symbol). 
2- The construct X-+ G can be replaced by the group (u 0 ,u 1, • • • ,u,.), where u; is: 
(a) X + g; if g; has no leading-+ symbol; or 
(b) X-+ g'; if g; is"-+ g '; " (i.e., it has a leading-+ symbol). 
5.12.4. Semantics of Pipelines 
When a manifold processor makes a transition to a new event handling block, it executes the actions 
specified in that block. While executing these actions, the manifold processor cannot be preempted by 
event occurrences. It is only after the completion of all the actions in a block that it becomes preemptable. 
The body of an event handling block is either a single manner call or, in general, a group (see §5.2.2). (A 
single pipeline is equivalent to a singleton group.) We are not concerned with manner calls here, and the 
simplification rules in §5.12.3 transform the latter to a simple group of meta-pipelines with no nested 
groups. 
When the body of an event handling block is a group, the actions performed by a manifold processor 
upon transition to this block consist of an unordered list of the actions specified in the meta-pipelines of the 
group. Each meta-pipeline defines a list of actions. These actions include: (1) primitive actions, (2) impli-
cit activations, and (3) stream constmctions. The actions of type 1 and 2 are explicitly given in a meta-
pipeline. To complete the list of actions that must be performed upon transition to a new block, all stream 
constructions implied by the meta-pipelines in a group must be found .. In this section we define the rules 
for extracting stream connections given in a meta-pipeline. 
A stream construction is a special action that connects two ports. An important side effect of stream 
construction is that when completed, units flow from the sources to the sinks of streams in a pipeline, mak-
ing information produced by one process available to another. However, it is important to note that a mani-
fold that constructs a stream is in fact oblivious to this flow of information through the stream: pipeline 
evaluation simply constructs the streams, but it does not "move the units" through them; the units flow 
through a stream by themselves so long as it exists. 
The list of actions performed by a manifold when it enters an event handling block is the concatena-
tion of the lists of actions specified in all of its pipelines, in some non-deterministic order. Streams con-
structed by the actions in this list remain until they are dismantled by the occurrence of an event that 
changes the state of its constructor manifold to another block (§5.2.1). No units flow through any of the 
streams in an event handling block before all implicit activations and stream constructions contained in that 
block are completed. 
5.12.4.1. Sources and Sinks 
Ports are transport mechanisms through which a process exchanges units with streams. The type 
designators In and out in port declarative statements (see §5.8.5), identify the usage of a port from the point 
of view of the process that sees the declaration. This holds for all port declarative statements: local port 
declarations, parameter port declarations, and dereferenced port declarations. Independent of its type, each 
port has two sides (anival and departure) and can be used in pipelines both as a producer and a consumer 
of units. 
Each process has the privilege of being able to access both sides of its local ports (i.e., its own ports), 
although, usually it o nly reads from its in ports and writes to its out ports. Thus, a local in port is one that 
its owner process (usually) obtains units from its departure side, and a local out port is one that its owner 
process (usually) places units into its arrival side. Access to parameter and dereferenced ports, however, 
are restricted. A manifold (or manner) that defines an in-parameter or an in-dereferenced port, can access 
only its departure side (i.e., it can only read from that port). Therefore, in the pipelines within this 
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manifold (or manner), such a port can appear only as a source (see below). Similarly, an out-parameter or 
an out-dereferenced port can be used only as a sink (see below). 
A port used as a producer or consumer of units in a pipeline is called a source or sink port, respec-
tively. The following rules are used to identify source and sink ports in pipelines. Syntactically, there are 
two ways to refer to ports in pipelines. First, is the construct R. T where R is the name of a process instance 
and T is the name of one of its ports. Second, is the occurrence of a name, P, defined as an input or output 
port of the executing manifold, or declared as a port formal parameter. 
1- The construct R.T is a source port in a meta-pipeline if T is an output port of the process 
instanceR. 
2- The construct R. T is a sink port in a meta-pipeline if T is an input port of the process 
instance R. 
3- P is a source port in a meta-pipeline if it is: 
(a) the name of an input port of the executing manifold (a local input port declared as port 
In); 
(b) a formal parameter, dynamically-bound port (§5.8.8), or a dereferenced port (§5.8.9) 
declared as port in. 
4- P is a sink port in a meta-pipeline if it is: 
(a) the name of an output port of the executing manifold (a local output port declared as 
port out); 
(b) a formal parameter, dynamically-bound port (§5.8.8), or a dereferenced port (§5.8.9) 
declared as port out. 
There are two forms in which a local port name, e.g., I, can appear in a pipeline. It can either appear 
as the port name itself, i.e., l, or as sett.I. Note that although both forms refer to the same port, according to 
the above rules, I and self./ are semantically different: if one is a source, the other is a sink. If l is an input 
(output) port of the executing manifold instance, then l in a pipeline is a source (sink) port, whereas self./ is 
a sink (source) port. This means that a manifold has access to both sides of its own ports and can both put 
units into, as well as get units from them. Only one side of the ports of other processes are accessible to a 
manifold: their input ports are sinks and their output ports are sources. The construct self./ accesses the 
side of port I of a manifold that other processes can see. 
5.12.4.2. Port Connections 
A stream construction involves a port connection, which connects (the departure side of) a source 
port to (the arrival side of) a sink part. We use the construct A -- B to denote the connection between the 
the two ports A and B. (Note the distinction between the syntactic stream symbol "-" and the symbol 
.. __ ,,designating its resulting port connection in our meta-language describing its semantics.) 
A connection element is a triplet <:y; :E; O>. The components y and o are either empty or they desig-
nate sink and source ports, respectively. If y is non-empty, it designates a port whose arrival side is made 
available for a connection. Similarly, if o is non-empty, it designates a port whose departure side is made 
available for a connection. The component :Eis either empty, or it is an unordered, comma-separated list of 
port connections. 
The port connections involved in a meta-pipeline are obtained by applying the following rules to its 
simplified meta~pipeline expression. They eventually convert a meta-pipeline expression to a single con-
nection element. The :E component of this final connection element gives the port connections that are 
actually created when a manifold processor evaluates the original pipeline expression. 
1- Every occurrence of a process name Pin a meta-pipeline expression is replaced by the connec-
tion element <.?.input ;; ?.output>. Occurrences of process names as components of port 
names (e.g., P.portl) are not affected by this rule. 
2- Every occurrence of a sink port X is replaced by the connection element <X;;>. 
3- Every occurrence of a source port X is replaced by the connection element <;;X>. 
4- The construct <y1 ; I 1 ; o1 >-+ <y2 ; I 2 ; bi> is replaced by: 
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(a) <y,; l:., 01--Y2, :l::z; 02> if both 0 1 and y2 are non-empty. 
(b) <y,; l:1 , l:2; bi> if b1 or y2 (or both) is (are) empty. 
5- The construct <y1; l:1 ; 6 1 > -I+ <y2; l:2 ; b2> is replaced by <y1; l:1, l:2; o2>. 
Note that because the second component in a connection element is an unordered list, stream construction 
is associative: the order in which the - symbols in a meta-pipeline are transformed is irrelevant. 
As an example, consider the meta-pipeline Input --+A --+ B -+ C.lnput. Applying rule 1, above, 
transforms process names A and B (but not C) to their corresponding connection elements and yields: 
Input-+ <A.Input;; A.output> -+ <.B.lnput;; B.output> -+ C.lnput. 
Rule 2 now converts the last term in the meta-pipeline and produces: 
Input--+ <A.Input;; A.output> -+ <.B.input;; B.output> --+ <C.lnput;;>. 
Rule 3 can convert the first term in the meta-pipeline and produce: 
<;; Input> -+ <A.Input;; A.output> -+ <.B.input;; B.output>-+ <C.lnput;;>. 
The first -+ in the above expression and its operands can now be converted into a single connection ele-
ment by rule 4, to produce: 
<; Input -- A.Input; A.output> -+ <B.lnput;; B.output> -+ <C.lnput;;>. 
Let us assume that now the second -+ i .. the resulting expression gets converted by rule 4. This produces: 
< ; Input -- A.Input; A.output> -+ <B.input; B.output -- C.lnput;>. 
Finally, another application of rule 4 yields the final result: 
<; Input -- A.Input, A.output -- B.lnput, B.output --- C.input;>. 
The second component of this resulting connection element contains exactly the list of port connection 
actions represented by the original p ipeline. (The first and third components of this connection element are 
empty.) 
5.12.5. Setting u p Pipelines 
Setting up a pipeline involves creating streams that connect pairs of ports (see §5.12.4.2). Port con-
nection is somewhat different than other actions performed by a manifold processor, in that the effect of 
this action may extend well beyond its completion. Entering a new event handling block, a manifold pro-
cessor constructs the pipelines defined in that block. This merely creates the connections between the ports 
as specified in the p ipeline. Once this is done, the port connection actions are of course complete. How-
ever, it is only upon its completion that a pipeline becomes effective : the corresponding processes now 
communicate accordingly. A pipeline remains in effect until an event diverts the processor to another 
handler, at which point it is broken up (see §5.12.6 and §5.2.1 ). No units flow through any of the streams 
in a p ipeline before all streams in its containing block are constructed. 
After simplification, the meta-pipeline members of the group that define an event handling block are 
considered independently during pipeline construction. If an error occurs during construction of one such 
meta-pipeline (e.g., connecting to a dead process), all connections in that meta-pipeline are ignored. How-
ever, this does not affect the construction of other meta-pipelines in the group. 
Note that stream setups in pipelines, as well as across different manifolds, are addi tive. This means 
that the construct A -- B specifies a stream between A and B, in addition to any other connections that A and 
B may presently be involved in. 
The only exception to the additivity of streams is that time-overlapped multiple definitions of the 
same connection are not addi tive. T his means that if we have A - B in two different places and they over-
lap in time, one of them is superfluous. The significance of this exception is that it prevents double streams 
between two processes that would result in two copies of everything going from the source to the target 
process. When multiple definitions of the same connection overlap in time, the connection will exist from 
the time of the first set-up request, until the time of the last breakup request. 
For example, consider two manifolds P and Q, both defining the connection A - B. Suppose P defines 
the connection first. The connection is established at this time on P's request. Later, Q requests the same 
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connection, while it already exists. Q's request is superfluous and the connection is not duplicated. Next, P 
requests the breakup of the connection A .... B. The connection is not severed at this time, unbeknownst to 
P, because it must exist to satisfy Q. Later, when Q requests the breakup of the connection, it will be dis-
mantled. 
A process instance must exist (i.e., must have been defined), but need not be active before it can par-
ticipate in a pipeline. Setting up a pipeline among the ports of a set of processes does not affect the status 
of the processes. Specifically, participating in a pipeline will not automatically activate a process. Simi-
larly, breaking up of a pipeline has no direct effect on the status of a running process. 
5.12.6. Breakup of Pipelines and Groups 
Once a group or a pipeline is installed, it can either expire or get preempted. Preemption occurs 
when an occurrence of a preemptive event (see §5.2.3) other than break is caught by an event handling 
block (other than save or Ignore) and the manifold processor makes a transition to its new state. Expiration 
of a group occurs when all of its pipelines have expired. A pipeline expires when the preemptive event in 
question is a break or a death, whose source is a process that participates in that pipeline. 
The MANIFOLD language does not allow explicit handlers for break: this event is caught by its handler 
in the MANIFOLD run-time system, on behalf of the MAN1F0Lo abstract machine (§4.5.2.1 ). 
The MANIFOLD processor treats occurrences of the death event in a similar way. The only difference 
between break and death is that once all pipelines involving the source of the event are broken up, a break 
event is considered as handled. In the case of death, it is not considered to be handled, and is then given a 
chance to cause a state transition to its proper handling block, if one exists. (As with oth.er events, when no 
handler is found for an occurrence of death, a manifold processor ignores it.) 
This means that when a process in a pipeline dies, its death event first has a chance to preempt the 
pipeline (and the group it is a member of). This preemption occurs if a matching handler block is found for 
that death event anywhere in the dynamic chain of manner calls between the environment enclosing the 
pipeline and the environment of the manifold instance. If no such handler is found, the un-caught death 
event converts to a break, that will result in the expiration of the pipeline. Note that the expiration of this 
pipeline may or may not terminate its containing group (depending on whether or not there are other active 
pipelines in the group), although, had the original death been caught by a handler, the group would have 
been preempted. 
5.13. The Void Process 
There is a special built·in process in MANlFoLo called void that never terminates, never generates any 
events, never produces any units on its standard output port, and immediately consumes every unit arriving 
on its standard input port. The void process has several practical uses in MANo·oLo programming. Although 
it is only a built-in process and not part of the language, the uses of void are important enough for us to dis-
cuss them here. 
1- The built-in process vo id can be used as an action in a block. As such, it has the effect of an 
"idle action" causing the executing manifold processor to wait indefinitely (for it to ter-
minate). Once in this state, the manifold processor can be diverted to some other block, 
only by events coming from permanent sources (see §5.8.10). 
2- Used as a member of a group, void will prevent the termination of the group. The enclosing 
group (block) can be preempted by events coming from permanent sources, or from other 
observable sources in the preemption set of the block. 
3- Used as a process in a pipeline, void effectively blocks the flow of units, but does not affect 
termination of the pipeline. The pipeline A .... B ..... c ..... void .... D ..... E is a single pipeline 
where nothing flows between c and D.. Note that this pipeline is different than the group (A 
.... B - C - void, void ..... D - E): an un-caught death of any of the processes in the original 
pipeline will result in the expiration of the pipeline and breakup of all of its connections. In 
case of the group, an un-caught death of any of its processes will result in the expiration of 
its containing pipeline only, and the break up of the connection in the other pipeline of the 
group will occur only after the (un-caught) death of one of its processes occurs. 
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lnciderntally, note also that the above group is different than the group (A - B - c. o .... E) 
(see 4, below). 
4- Connections to the standard input and output ports of void can sometimes be used as a sub-
stitute for a more useful connection. Although void never produces any units and immedi-
ately consumes all input units, having a connection to one of its ports may make a big differ-
ence in the behavior of a process that is sensitive to its port connections. In the example 
above, C and D can behave differently (e.g., decide they should terminate) if they were not 
connected to the ports of void. 
5.14. Values and Constants 
ln MANU'OLD, values are produced and consumed by processes and flow through streams. There are 
only four types of values in MANu·oLo: process references, port references, event references, and bit strings. 
Event occurrences themselves are not considered as values in MANU'o1.o, because they do not flow through 
streams. Process, port, and event references have implementation dependent fixed formats. They are inter-
nal identifiers of specific events, ports, and process instances in a running MANu·o1.o application. MAN1rn1.n 
imposes no interpretation, nor any format restrictions, on what it considers to be a bit s tring. 
Special facilities are provided in the MANIFOLD language to produce and dereference event, process, 
and port reference values (§5.8.9, §5.11 ). It is sometimes necessary to produce a specific bit string at acer-
tain place in a MANIFOLD program. Although MANIFOLD places no interpretation on bit strings, the MAN1rn1.o 
language, nevertheless, contains special syntax for processes that produce some specific (perhaps, imple-
mentation dependent) bit strings; these are called constants. 
A constant in MANIFOLD is a process that when (implicitly) activated, produces its value on its output 
port and then terminates. Termination of a constant raises a break event. The name of such a process is the 
appearance of the constant (determined by the appropriate syntax rules), and its value is a unit containing 
the execution time internal representation of the consta·nt. 
The following subsections describe the proper syntax for some useful bit string values. Note that 
while individual processes may impose interpretations compatible with the following classification on the 
values they receive and produce, to the MM11ro1,o language, they are only strings of bits. 
5.14.1. Bit strings 
A bit string is a unit containing an arbitrary sequence of bits. A bit string constant is represented by a 
sequence of characters 1 and o enclosed in a pair of back-quotes, e.g., '010011 •. The character B can option-
ally appear as the first character after the first back-quote to emphasize that this is a binary number. 
Bit string constants can also be represented in octal and hexadecimal notation. The constructs 
'Ooctal-digits' and 'Xhex-digits' are bit strings represented in octal and hexadecimal notation, respectively. 
In this case octal-digits is one or more digits o through 7, and hex-digits is one or more digits o through 9, A 
through F, or a through t. The length of a bit string represented in octal (hexadecimal) notation is always a 
multiple of 3 (4). 
5.14.2. Boolean Values 
Boolean values are units whose contents arc the same as the internal representation of the boolean 
constants true and false. The boolean constanL<; true and false have their own implementation dependent 
internal representatio·n, which is, presumably, meaningful to the atomic processes running on the same plat-
form. 
5.14 .. 3. Integer Values 
Integer values are bit strings that are valid internal representations for integer numbers in a giv~n 
implementation. Integer constants have the syntax of signed decimal integers. MAN1rnL1> places no restnc-
tions on the size or internal representation of integer constants. However, such restrictions may be imposed 
by MAN1Fo1.o implementations. 
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5.14.4. Floating Point Values 
Floating point values are bit strings that arc valid internal representations for floating point numbers 
in a given implementation. Floating point constants are binary approximations of decimal real numbers 
expressed in the usual signed decimal notation, or in the power-of-ten "scientific notation." MN-11.-oLo imple-
mentations may impose additional restrictions on the range and precision of floating point numbers. 
5.14.5. Character Values 
Character values are bit strings that are valid internal representations according to the character set 
used in a MANwoLo implementation. A character constant is a bit string with the appearance of a quoted 
character, e.g., 'A'. The actual value of the bit string represented by a specific character is implementation 
dependent. For example, if an implementation of MANIFOLD uses the ASCII character set, then the bit string 
value represented by 'A' is '01000001 '. 
In addition to the printable characters, some non-printable (control) characters have "special names" 
denoted by escape sequences. For example, if an implementation of MANu-·01.0 uses the ASCII character set, 
then '\t' and '\n' represent the bit strings for the ASCII characters TAB and the NEWLINE, respectively. 
5.14.6. String Constants 
A (character) string constant is a bit string with the appearance of a character string of arbitrary 
length, enclosed in a pair of double-quotes ("). The actual value of the bit string represented by a string is 
implementation dependent. It is obtained by concatenating the bit string representations of the characters 
appearing in the string, preserving their order. The bit string does not contain any extraneous information 
such as length or end-markers. 
In addition to printable characters and "special names" of the non-printable characters mentioned 
above, arbitrary bit strings may also appear inside a st1ing constant. The bit string can appear in its binary, 
octal, or hexadecimal appearance, but its length must be an integer multiple of the length of the bit string 
representation of a single character in the implementation. 
5.15. Reserved Names 
The following names are reserved and they are defined in all manifolds. The definitions associated 
with these names cannot be overridden. 
5.15.1. Manifold Names 
The name main is a reserved word with a special meaning. It designates the manifold that is to be 
activated automatically at the start up of a MANIFOLD application program. See §5.7. 
5.15.2. Process Instance Names 
The following names are analogous to constants. Their encounter implicitly activates an instance of 
a process which produces one unit containing a value. This value then substitutes the original name. 
atomlc_source 
event_ name 
event_ source 
This is the name of a fictitious process instance that is the source of all events 
raised by any atomic process in certain implementations of MANIFOLD where it is 
impossible to distinguish the sources of interrupt signals (§6.3). 
The process event_name is a read-only variable that like a constant (§5.14) sends 
its value out on its standard output port only once. However, the value of this 
"constant" can be different every time an event handling block is entered. It is 
the real event name that caused the transition to the current block. See §5.2.1. 
The process event_source is a read-only variable that like a constant (§5.14) sends 
its value out on its standard output port only once. However, the value of this 
"constant" can be different every time an event handling block is entered. It is 
the source (port or process instance) of the event that caused the transition to the 
current block. 
Note that the implementation environment may make it impossible for the 
parent 
se-lf 
system 
void 
5.15.3. Port Names 
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MAN1t·ow system to know the value of event_source if it is an atomic process. In 
this case, the value of event_source will be a unique special value that will match 
the predefined constant atomlc_source . See §5.2.1 . 
The name parent is a reference to the activator of the present instance of the exe-
cuting manifold. 
The name self is a reference to the individual instance of the executing manifold. 
This is a special fictitious process instance that represents the MANLFoLo run-time 
system. It is the source of certain events, e.g., in s hutdown (§5 .11 ), and is the 
parent process of the first instance of the main manifold process that is activated 
when a MANm>Lo application runs (§5.7). 
While it is not forbidden to construct streams involving the ports of system, the 
behavior of this process with respect to the units transferred through such streams 
is undefined at this time. Various MANll"ow implementations may use this channel 
of communication with running application programs to alter certain execution 
environment par ameters, e.g., for debugging purposes. 
This is a special black hole filter process instance. It consumes every unit it 
receives on its standard input immediately, and never produces a unit on its stan-
dard output. A void process instance never raises any events and it never dies. 
See §5.13 for uses of void in MANIFOLD programming. 
The three port names Input, output, and error refer to the standard input, standard output, and the stan-
dard error ports of the local manifold. See §5.8.5. 
5.15.4. Event Na mes 
The following event names are reserved and have special meanings in the MAN1rn1-n language. 
abort This is a priority event. Receiving this event immediately stops the observing pro-
cess. The default immediate termination effect of th is event cannot be overridden by 
any event handling block. This event can be raised directly by a manifold, which 
causes its observers to abort, or it can be raised as the result of a manifold executing 
the cancel primitive action, causing the entire application program to abort. See 
§5.7 . 
badrefunit 
bad unit 
break 
connected_I 
connected_o 
This event is raised during the initialization phase of a manner invocation or a mani-
fold activation, if problems are encountered while resolving its dereferencing 
declarative statements. See §5.8.9. The source of this event is s elf. 
This is a port event. This event is raised inside a manifold to indicate that its source 
port was forced to reject a unit it received on its incoming side, because its contents 
caused a mismatch with the buffer definition of the port (see §5.8.5.1 ). This event 
cannot be raised explicitly by a raise primitive action. 
This is a priori ty event. This cvc:::nt can be raised explicitly, but it can never be 
caught by a programmer defined handling block; it is always handled by the run- time 
MANwo1.o system on behalf of the MA.Nff<>1.n abstract machine (see §4.5.2.1 ). The 
effect of raising this event is to break up any pipeline its source process participates 
in. 
T h is is a port event. It is raised inside a manifold when the arrival s ide of one of its 
ports gets connected to a stream. Let n be the number of streams connected to the 
arrival side of a portp. The event connected_i.p is raised when" ~ o changes to /1 > o. 
It is not an error to attempt a transfer information through a disconnected port. See 
the explanation under disconnected_i. 
This is a port event. It is raised inside a manifold when the departure "ide of one of 
dead 
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its ports gets connected to a stream. Let n be the number of streams connected to the 
departure side of a port p. The event connected_o.p is raised when n - o changes to 
n > 0. 
It is not an error to attempt a transfer information through a disconnected port. See 
the explanation under disconnected_i. 
This is a priority event. This event is raised when a process instance is found to be 
dead (i.e., one that has already been deactivated) during the construction of a pipe-
line. The source of dead is always self. This event cannot be raised by a raise 
action. 
death This is a priority event. This event is always raised by a process to inform its 
observers, if any, of its death. The death of a process in MANIFOLD simply means its 
termination due to any cause, including its successful completion (see §5.7). 
Regardless of whether an occurrence of death is caught by a handling block or not, it 
always has the same effect on the pipelines that involve its source (the dying pro-
cess) as a break event (see §4.5.2.1 ). The event death cannot be raised explicitly by 
a raise primitive. 
disconnected_i This is a port event. lt is raised inside a manifold when it attempts to transfer infor-
mation through a port which is not connected to any other port on its arrival side. 
Let n be the number of streams connected to the arrival side of a port p. The event 
dlsconnected_i.p is raised when n > o changes ton ~ o and there are no (whole) units 
pending at the port for consumption. 
Rt is not an error to attempt a transfer through a disconnected port. The transfer 
attempt will simply raise the dlsconnected_i event, but will proceed normally, other-
wise. A transfer from a disconnected input port will simply wait for the arrival of 
the next unit (see, for example, getunit in §5.11). A transfer to a disconnected output 
port will not result in a loss of data: the information may be buffered, or the transfer-
ring process may be suspended if the buffer is full, depending on the implementa-
tion. 
Of course, the disconnected_! event raised by a transfer attempt can be caught by a 
different event handler, in which case the transfer attempt may be canceled as a side 
effect of the resulting state transition. This event cannot be raised explicitly by a 
raise primitive. 
disconnected_o This is a port event. It is raised inside a manifold when it attempts to transfer infor-
mation through a port which is not connected to any other port on its departure side. 
Let n be the number of streams connected to the departure side of a port p . The event 
disconnected_o.p is raised when n > O changes ton - O and there is at least one whole 
unit pending at the port for consumption. 
It is not an error to attempt a transfer information t hrough a disconnected port. See 
the explanation under dlsconnected_I. 
needlocalport This event is raised during a manner invocation for every port formal parameter that 
is used in a block label in the manner but receives an actual parameter that does not 
belong to the executing manifold process. See §5.10.2. 
noevent This is a non-existing event. It can never have a handling block and raising it is a 
no-operation. 
returned This is a priority event. This event is raised in the environment of a caller upon 
return (i.e., normal termination via a return action) from a manner call. The source 
of a returned event occurrence is the executing process, i.e., self. 
This event is always caught by a handler in every manner or manifold and thus, is 
never propagated out of the environment of the caller. This event can never be 
saved: an attempt to save a returned event results in ignore-ing of the event. 
start 
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Activation of an instance of every manifold raises the event start inside the newly 
created manifold instance. Similarly, invocation of a manner raises this event inside 
the manner as well. See §5.7. This event cannot be raised explicitly by a ra ise prim-
itive. 
terminate Observing this event informs a process instance that it is being asked to terminate 
itself. This can be the consequence of a deactivate or a shutdown primitive action 
(see §5.11). This event can also be raised explicitly by a manifold executing a raise 
primitive action, requesting its observers to terminate. See §5.7. 
unresolved T his event is raised during the initialization of a manner invocation every time a 
dynamic entity remains unresolved after the search through the dynamic chain of 
manner calls is exhausted. See §5.3. The source of this event is self. 
6. Pragmas 
Pragmas are declarative statements that define the interface between the MANlFOl-D language proper 
with the specific features of an environment enclosing a particular implementation of the MANi.-01.D system. 
Functionally, pragmas provide mappings from features of the environment to concepts in the MANIF<>LD sys-
tem. The syntax and the semantics of such mappings are inherently highly implementation environment 
dependent. As such, it is more appropriate to place such functionality in the category of compiler supplied 
convenience features (that may change from one compiler to another, and from one implementation 
environment to the next), instead of providing first class constructs for them in the language proper itself. 
Pragmas are subject to the scope r ules defined in §5.8.3. A pragma must appear in the proper scope 
wherein the MANIFOLD entity to which it refers is declared. Pragmas attach to the MANn·m .n entities they refer 
to, and therefore have the same scope. 
6.1. Mapping Atomic Processes to Programs 
An atomic process pragma establishes the correspondence between an atomic process specification 
in MANlFOLD (§5.4) and the code of a program that is its actual realization. The propertit:s of the target of 
this mapping, the realization of an atomic process, are inherently depen·dent on certain particular charac-
teristics of the system environment wherein a MANff<>LD implementation runs. 
The specific atomic process pragma described here assumes a multi-tasking implementation environ-
ment, with possible support for (cheaper than a task) intra-task light-weight processes, and possible support 
for loosely coupled (networked) multiple processors. This pragma has one of the following forms, where 
square brackets enclose optional items: 
pragma atomic Internal procname lfuncnwne ](arg1ype 1 ,argtype 2 , ••• ,argtype. ). 
pragma atomic external procname [mode I "fi/ename". 
pragma atomic network procname [mode] "filcnamc" processor. 
Each of these pragmas maps the MANIH>r.o atomic process specification proc11ame to its realization, i.e., e ither 
a function called funcname that will be linked together with the MAN15-·01.n application program, or the 
independent executable program contained in file filename. When fwzcnamt• is missing, it is assumed to be the 
same as procno.me. The keywords internal, external, and network determine the domain wherein this realiza-
tion is to run. The optional mode indicates the mode of bchavior of an external or network atomic process. 
its acceptable values are compliant and noncompliant, with the default of noncomptiant if omitted. 
The domain value internal indicates that the atomic process is to run as a light-weight process inside 
the M/\NlF01.n system task. A subprogram with the given funcnume must exist at link time as the realization of 
such an atomic process. The MANIF<>LD system will create an internal light-weight process every time an 
instance of this atomic process is created by a MAN1rn1.n application. This light-weight process will, in due 
course, invoke the specified subprogram, passing it the a·ctual arguments supplied in its activation. 
In the current implementation of the MA.Nwoul language, arg1yp e 1.urgtype2, .. . ,ari1ypen can be any basic C 
type or a pointer to void (i.e., void * in C). The function funcname must be defined in such a way as to acCC!Jt 
basic C types by value and pointers to void (for all other types) as its corresponding parameters. The 
indirection in parameter passing used for non-basic type arguments, however, is not the same as the usual 
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call-by-reference in C: changes made to its actual parameters by the function funcname are in fact made to its 
own private copy of their values and will be lost upon its termination. The memory allocated to these non-
basic type arguments may be released upon return from the function funcname, invalidating their correspond-
ing urgtype; pointers. 
The domain value ex1ernal indicates that the atomic process is to run as an independent operating 
system level task outside of the MANlH>Lo system task. The following filename must then contain the execut-
abtie code of an independent program. The content of such a file is, of course, operating system dependent. 
In the current implementation of the MANIFOLD language, filename must be a shell-level e"ecutable com-
mand. This program will be started in a separate Unix process that inherits the shell environment of the 
executing MANIFOLD application. The units that constitute the actual parameters of an external atomic pro-
cess must be valid character strings (see §5.10.3). 
The domain value network is almost the same as external, except that it also indicates that the pro-
gram in filenume must run on the specified processor, which may be different that the one that executes the 
MANIFOLD application. 
A mode value can be specified only for external and network atomic processes. (All internal atomic 
processes are in effect forced to behave in a compliant mode.) If no mode is explicitly specified, the default 
value of noncompllant is assumed. 
The mode value compliant indicates that the program which is the realization of the atomic process 
uses calls to special library routines, supplied by the MANIFOLD implementation, to communicate with the 
MANIFOLD system (i.e., raise and poll event occurrences and exchange units). 
The mode value nonc0mpllant indicates that the program which is the realization of the atomic process 
is totally unaware of the fact that it is to cooperate with the MANIFOLD system. This mode of operation 
allows incorporating any program tllat can run in the implementation. environment of a MANu·oLu system, 
into a MANirou> application program as an atomic process. However, in some implementations, using non-
compliant atomic pr·ocesses may impose a performance penalty on their communication links. More impor-
tantly, it may also limit the communications possibilities between the MANif'OLD system and the atomic pro-
cess, especially with regards to event propagation (see §6.3). 
6.2. Atomic Process Ports 
A MANtFOLD implementation can allow internal and compliant atomic processes to exchange units with 
other processes in a MANIFOLD application program through the named ports defined in its atomic process 
specification, by making calls to special library routines (see §5.4 and §6.1). Mapping the ports of noncom-
pliant atomic processes to the input/output ports of their corresponding running programs is influenced by 
the conventions in the operating system environment wherein a MANIFOL D application program runs. In most 
platforms, the input/output ports of a running program are managed by functional equivalents of file han-
dling routines, often optimized to bypass the slow secondary storage, whenever possible. 
Ports of noncompliant atomic processes are mapped to their corresponding input/output ports of their 
implementing programs by port pragmas. The port pragma described here, assumes that (1) the 
input/output ports of a running program have unique identifiers, and that (2) the identifier designating a 
specific input/output port of a program at run time can be predetermined and remains the same in different 
runs. The pragma: 
pragma portproc.port port_id 
maps the mentioned port of the atomic process proc in a MAND'OLD application program, to the specified 
port_id of its corresponding running program. 
In most platforms, Input, output, and error ports of atomic processes naturally correspond to certain 
input/output ports of running programs. No port pragmas should be necessary to explit..itly specify such 
obvious mappings. 
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6.3. Mapping Events to Interrupts 
A MAN1.t·oLD implementation can allow internal and compliant atomic processes to effectively observe 
and raise events just as manifolds do, through calls to special library routines (see §6.1 ). Event propagation 
between noncompllant atomic processes and a MANn-01_v application program is highly dependent on the 
operating system environment in which a MANffo1.o implementation is embedded. In most platforms, the 
equivalent of interrupts will be used as the means hy which noncompllant atomic processes raise and 
observe events in a MANI.-01.n application. Event pragmas are used to specify the mapping between MANffot.0 
events and their corresponding interrupts. 
The event pragma described here assumes an operating system environment wherein it is possible to 
map incoming and outgoing MAN!Fow events, into interrupt signals exchanged between a MANmu.n applica-
tion program and its external and network type atomic processes. This assumption requires: 
1-
2-
Identifying an individual noncompliant atomic process that runs as an independent operating 
system level task, as the source of an incoming interrupt in a MANn-01.0 application program. 
Mapping an incoming interrupt signal to a MAN1ro1.o event. 
3- Mapping an event of interest to a noncompliant atomic process, when raised in a l\IANn·ow 
application program, into an outgoing interrupt targeted for that process. 
The event pragma: 
pragma event 11ame direction proc int_spec. 
specifies a mapping between the MAN1Foi.o event name and the interrupt signal int_spec, when it propagates 
in the specified direction between a MANIFOLD application program and the noncompllant-external or 
noncompliant-network atomic process proc. The direction is either from, for interrupts coming from the 
noncompliant atomic process to a MANuoi_n application program, or to, for events going from a MANtrnrn 
application program to the noncompliant atomic process. The syntax and details of the interrupt 
specification int_spec are implementation dependent. 
It is worth noting that many platforms make it impossible for MANlt'OI.o implementations to fultill the 
first requirement, above, i.e., it may be impossible for the MANIFOLD system to know which external or net· 
work atomic process instance is the source of an incoming interrupt. In such environments, the following 
additional constraints are imposed on the event pragmas. 
1- [n each scope, a MAN1m1.o application program expects the union of all interrupts mentioned in 
the from event pragmas for all atomic processes contained in that scope. 
2- Different from event pragmas for different atomic processes within the same scope cannot map 
the same interrupt to different events. 
3- The source of all incoming interrupts into the MANIFOLD system is assumed to be the uniqu,e 
fictitious external atomic process atomlc_source. 
7. Compiler Directives 
Directives are instructions to the MAN1rn1.1> compiler that affect the way in which it interprets its 
source code, or that result in further instructions for the link/load stage. 
7 .1. Forced Child Termination 
In MANn-01.n, each process is an independent active entity that is not obliged to terminate upon the 
death of its parent (activator). If a manifold must terminate upon termination of its parent, this must be 
explicitly arranged for via an event handler block expecting its parent's death. The parent process must 
also be an active source of interrupts in all blocks within the child manifold as well. This can be done via a 
permanent directive in the child manifold (see §5.8.10). 
In applications where all child processes must terminate upon death of their parents, repcati.ng tile 
above explicit arrangements becomes cumbersomt:. Turning the terminate_on_death_ofJJ~reiuoption on. 
causes the compiler to automatically insert the necessary source code in all manifold defm1tions in a source 
file, causing their instances to terminate upon the death of their activators. 
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ll. Pre-processor Facilities 
The pre-processor to the MA~1m1,o compiler support<; some limited text processi_ng ca~abilities for 
mo<lif~ ing the input l>Ource program before it is passed on to the compiler. It supports inclusion of source 
lib. a n.:~trk·ted form of macros. and conditional inclusion of source text. The present MANu·ow pre-
pro~·c~~or is the l>amc as the C pre-processor 11. 
8.1. Include Files 
The pre-processor s1a1ement: 
#Include fii<• 1 file z · · · filer. 
puis the contenls of 1he named files in place of the #Include statement. 
8.2. Define Macros 
The pre-processor statement: 
#define name [ 1·alue J 
defines name as a symbolic name for value. Value is any string of characters up to the end of the line. All 
subsequent encounters with name are replaced with value. If value is missing in the #define statement, 
name will be defined but will have no substitution value. 
Parameterizcd macros can be defined by specifying a list of parameters enclosed in parentheses, fol-
lowing the name. Occurrences of these parameters in value are replaced with their corresponding actual 
parameters when the macro is used. 
8.3. Conditional Text Inclusion 
The following construct accepts the input lines between the #If and the #else, if present, or the #if and 
the #endlf. if no #•lse alternative is present, when the specified conditi-On is true. If the condition is false, 
the input lines between the #else and the #endlf (none, if the #else alternative is absent) are accepted. 
#If condition 
[ #els·e J 
#end If 
A limited form of expression evaluation is supported for evaluating condition. 
9. Builtin Processes and Manners 
The following subsections list the builtin manners and (manifold and atomic) processes of the MAN1-
m1.o system. The symbols representing the builtin processes and manners are recognized by the MANu·o1.o 
compiler properly when used in their usual prefix/infix syntax. 
9.1. Arithmetic 
The symbols +, -, *, /, %, and mod, used as binary infix operators represent atomic processes that perform 
addi1ion, subtraction. multiplication, division, integer division, and modulus on numeric values (see §5.14 
for numeric values and constants). The symbol • is also recognized as a unary prefix operator, representing 
negation. 
The operands of these atomic processes are passed to them as parameters. The result of each process is 
produced on its output port. Errors, if any, are reported on the error port of these atomic processes· and 
raise the bad_number event. These atomic processes terminate after they produce their results. 
Expressions can be built out of these atomic processes, using the usual syntax for ari thmetic expressions. 
The use of parentheses in arithmetic expressions for grouping is not the same as in group constructs. The 
role of the parentheses in arithmetic expressions is tied to the infix arithmetic operators. Note that the spe-
cial notation for arithmetic expressions is nothing more that a "fancy" s yntax for implicit process activation 
(and parameter passing) in MANIJ'oi.o. 
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9.2. Logical Operators 
The symbols <, >, ==, <=, >=, and != used as binary infix operators represent processes implementing 
boolean functions that compare their operands and produce boolean true or false values on their output 
ports. The unary prefix operator ! represents a process that performs logical negation of its parameter. 
Errors, if any, are reported on the error port of these atomic processes and raise the bad_boolean event. 
Just as in the case of arithmetic operations, logical operations can be combined in logical expressions using 
the usual syntax, with optional parentheses used for grouping. Note, again, that such expressions are sim-
ply an alternative syntax for construction of pipelines in MANIFOLD. 
9.3. Assignment 
Assignment is an infix operator that corresponds to a predefined manner call. The construct A = B is a 
synonym for B - pass10 - A (see §9.6 for pass1). A can be a port or a process, and B can be a port, a pro-
cess, a group, or a pipeline. 
9.4. Variable 
The declaration: 
process vis variable. 
defines v as an instance of the predefined process ' 'variableQ.'' A variable is a special process that reads 
the input units it receives on its standard input, and copies each of them to its standard output, at least once. 
A variable retains the last input unit it receives and repeats it on its standard output as long as it receives no 
new input units. A permanent connection always exists from the standard output of a variable to void. 
Thus, the units produced by a variable are lost if it is not connected to the input port of some other process 
to receive them. Consequently, every fresh connection to a variable receives its "most recent" value as 
the first unit. 
9.5. Alarm 
The builtin process alarm(time, event) activates an alarm. The activated alarm is an independent pro-
cess, and the manifold processor proceeds with the following actions as soon as it is activated. The alarm 
will raise the named event after the specified time has elapsed (since the alarm activation time). 
Caveat: The actual elapsed time is only approximately equal to the specified time. Depending 011 
the underlying implementation platform, this approximation may be very poor, especially 
for small values of time. 
9.6. Filters 
The following (manifo Id or atomic) processes basically pass the units they receive from their input port to 
their output port. Some, perform additional functions such as counting, conversion, etc. 
count(limit, evenJ) 
This filter passes every input unit it receives on its standard input, to its standard output. h 
also counts the number of units it passes on, and as soon as limit number of units have 
passed through, it raises the specified event. It then continues to pass on the units it 
receives, and raises the specified event every time an additional limit number of units pass 
through. 
count1(limit, event) 
This is a different version of count which terminates after the specified event is raised for the 
first time. 
pass This filter passes on all input units it receives on its standard input, to its standard output. 
passt This is a different version of pass which 1erminates after the first unit is passed through. 
trlgger(pattern, event) 
This filter passes all units received on its input port to its output port, up to the first unit that 
matches the specified pattern. When a unit that matches pattern arrives, trigger raises the 
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specified event. 
The syntax of pattern is the same as the syntax of the regular expressions used for port 
buffer definitions (see Appendix A). 
9.7. Control Structures 
The following manners make it more convenient to incorporate complex flow of control into MANffrn.n pro-
grams. 
if( cond, then _part [, else _part ] ) 
This manner obtains the next unit produced by the pipeline cond. Depending on whether it is 
identical to true or false (see §5.14.2), the then_part action or the else_yart action is per-
formed. If the else_part action is omitted and the cond is false, the manner simply returns. 
This infix binary operator supports sequential execution of its action parameters from left t-0 
right. See §5.6. 
9.8. Type Checking Filters 
The following processes act as filters that pass tbeir input units to their standard output. As long as 
they receive units of the right type, they pass them on silently. When they see an incompatible unit, they 
raise an appropriate event and ignore the offending unit. 
check_eventref 
check_bool 
check_char 
check_float 
check_integer 
check_ numeric 
check_procref 
check_portref 
check_strlng 
9.9. Miscellaneous 
port_ot(proc) 
Pass on event reference units. Raise bad_eventref for offending units. 
Pass on boolean units (§5.14.2). Raise bad_boolean for offending units. 
Pass on character units. Raise bad_ char for offending units. 
Pass on floating point units. Raise bad_float for offending units. 
Pass on integer units. Raise bad_lnteger for offending units. 
Pass on numeric units of all types. Raise bad_number for offending units. 
Pass on process reference units. Raise bad_procref for offending units. 
Pass on port reference units. Raise bad_portref for offending units. 
Pass on character string units. Raise bad_strlng for offending units. 
This process produces a boolean value on its standard output for every umt 1t receives on its 
standard input. An output unit is true if its corresponding input unit is a reference to one of the 
ports of the specified process proc. Otherwise, it is false. 
9.10. Interface with the Environment 
The following atomic processes provide an interface for MANIFOLD application programs to communicate 
with the operating system environment in which it runs. 
read(jile, mode [,size]) 
This atomic process opens the specified file and sequentially delivers its contents on its 
standard output. The argument mode indicates the d esired grouping of the contents of 
file into units. Some typical values for mode are char, line, token, s tring, and b its, indi-
cating that the contents should be delivered as units containing, respectively, individual 
characters, lines, tokens, character strings with the fixed specified size, and bit strings of 
the fixed specified size. Deactivating this process closes its file. This process never 
reads from its standard Input port. 
shell( command) 
This atomic process starts up the specified operating system command as a separate pro-
cess and makes available its input/output ports as its own standard input/output ports. 
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syslnput(mode [, size]) 
This is a special version of the builtin process read that obtains its input from a special 
file. It is in fact an alias for the standard input channel of communication between a 
MANrmw application and the operating system under which it runs. 
sysoutputO This is a special version of the builtin process write tha.t places its output into a special 
file. It is in fact an alias for the standard output channel of communication between a 
MAND'OLD application and the operating system under which it runs. 
syserror() This is a special version of the builtin process write that places its output into a special 
file. It is in fact an alias for the standard error channel of communication between a 
MANn·oLo application and the operating system under which it runs. 
wrlte(file) 
This atomic process is the complement of read, above. It writes the units it receives on 
its standard input to the designated file. Deactivating this process closes its file. This 
process never writes to its standard output port. 
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Appendix A: Regular Expressions 
Regular expressions are convenient means for specifying patterns for string matching. They are used 
in numerous utilities, e.g., text editors, running on many platforms for searching and filtering. In the MAN1-
ro1.o language, regular expressions are used to construct units for transfer through a port. They are also 
used as input patterns for triggers (see §9.6). The particular syntax for regular expressions presented below 
is an adaptation of the one used in the GNU Emacs text editor17. 
A regular expression (RE) specifies a set of (character or bit) strings to match against - such as any 
Line containing digits 5 through 9, only units containing upper-case letters, or any sequence of bits starting 
with three l 'sand ending with two O's. A member of this set of strings is said to be matched by the regular 
expression. When multiple matches are possible, a regular expression matches the Longest of the leftmost 
matching strings. The main differences between the use of regular expressions in MANIFm.o port buffers and 
for conventional matching, e.g., in an editor, are: 
1- The matching in MANXFOLD port buffers is a continuous match. The matcher always expects 
more input to come through the port. 
2- Every successful match produces a result, which is the extracted value of the matched input. 
3- Literals can be inserted into the extracted value of a match. 
When no match is possible, the leftmost (chronologically oldest) input unit is discarded and the match con-
tinues with the next unit. 
Special characters and operators are provided to constrain a match to the beginning or end of units 
and lines. A match of this type is called an anchored match because it is anchored to a specific place in a 
unit or line. A line, in this context, is any sequence of bits starting with the first bit in a unit or after a NEW-
LINE, up to the last bit before the next NEWLINE or the last bit in the same unit, whichever comes first. 
Atomic Regular Expressions 
Regular expressions can be built up from the following atomic RE's: 
c Any ordinary character not listed below. An ordinary character matches itself. It never 
skips over the null character at the end of a unit. 
\ Backslash. When followed by a special character, the RE matches the quoted character. 
' b ... ' 
'Bb ... ' 
'Oo ... ' 
'Xx ... ' 
Special characters are: $, ·, ., *, + , ? , [. ], \, ', and ' . Any other character appearing in an 
RE is an ordinary character. A backslash followed by digits I thmugh 9, or one of b, e, 
w, W , ", <, >, (, ) , I, {, or }, represents an operator in a regular expression, as described 
below. Backslash followed by any other character is an RE that matches the character 
itself. 
Dot. Matches any single character except NEWLINE or the null character at the end of a 
unit. 
These constructs allow including arbitrary bit strings as atomic RE's in regular expres-
sions. There is no restriction on the length of such bit strings nor on their alignment 
within the input strings. However, non-judicious use of arbitrary bit strings with strange 
alignments may result in Jess efficient matches. 
The two forms 'b ... ' and 'Bb ... ' are identical, and define bit strings. Each b in these 
RE's is either 1, 0 , or . (dot), matching the bit 1, 0, or either, respectively. 
The form 'Oo ... ' is an octal representation of a bit string. Eacho is either an octal digit 
(0 through 7), or . (dot), representing its corresponding three-bit string, or any three-bit 
string, respectively. 
The form 'Xx. .. ' is a hexa-decimal representation of a bit string. Each x is either a 
'boot' 
'eventref' 
'Ooat' 
'int' 
'portref' 
'procrer' 
$ 
\> 
\<RE\> 
\b 
\e 
\w 
\W 
[c ... ] 
[]c ... ] 
[ L-r] 
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hexadecimal digit (0 through 9, a through f, or A through F), or • (dot), representing its 
corresponding four-bit string, or any four-bit string, respectively. The binary, octal, or 
hexadecimal dot character(.) does not skip over the null character at the end of units. 
This atomic RE matches any bit string that is a valid representation of a boolean (true or 
false) value in the underlying implementation. 
This atomic RE matches any bit string that is a valid representation of a reference to an 
event. The matched bit string is guaranteed to have only the proper format for an event 
reference. Its actual value may or may not be valid as an event reference. 
This atomic RE matches any bit string that is a valid representation of a floating point 
number in the underlying implementation. 
This atomic RE matches any bit string that is a valid representation of an integer value in 
the underlying implementation. 
This atomic RE matches any bit string that is a valid representation of a reference to a 
port. The matched bit string is guaranteed to have only the proper format for a port 
reference. Its actual value may or may not be valid as a port reference. 
This atomic RE matches any bit string that is a valid representation of a reference to a 
process. The matched bit string is guaranteed to have only the proper format for a pro-
cess reference. Its actual value may or may not be valid as a process reference. 
A caret (or circumflex) matches the null character at the beginning of a line. It thus con-
strains the RE on its right to match the leftmost portion of a line. 
A dollar sign matches the null character at the end of a line. It thus constrains the RE on 
its left to match the rightmost portion of a line. 
The construction ARE$ constrains the RE to match the entire line. 
This operator matches the null character at the beginning of a unit. It thus constrains the 
RE on its right to match the leftmost portion of a unit. 
This operator matches the null character a.t the end of a unit. It thus constrains the RE on 
its left to match the rightmost portion of a unit. 
The\> anchoring operator cannot appear in the buffer definitions for the output ports of 
atomic processes. 
The construction \<RE\> constrains the RE to match the entire unit. 
The sequence \b in an RE constrains the atomic RE immediately following it only to 
match something at the beginning of a word; that is, either at the beginning of a line, or 
just before a letter, digit, or underline and after a character not one of these. 
The sequence \e in an RE constrains the atomic RE immediately following it only to 
match something at the end of a word. 
The sequence \w matches any character tllat can appear in a word. 
The sequence\ W matches any character that cannot appear in a word. 
A nonernpty string of characters, enclosed in square brackets matches any single charac-
ter in the string. For example, [abcxyz) matches any single character from the set 
'abcxyz'. When the first character of the string is a care1 (), then the RE matches any 
character except NEWLLNE and those in the remainder of the string. For example, 
'C45678]' matches any character except '45678'. A care1 in any other position is inter-
preted as an ordinary character. 
The right square bracket does not terminate the enclosed string if it is the first character 
(after an initial 'A', if any), in the bracketed string. In this position it is treated as an 
ordinary character. 
The minus sign, between two characters, indicates a range of consecutive ASCII charac-
ters to match. For example, the range '(0-9]' is equivalent to the string '(0123456789)'. 
Such a bracketed string of characters is known as a character class. The '-' is treated as 
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~n '~r_dinary character if i~ occurs first (or first after an initial ~)or last in the string. Also. 
··- is a range that con ta ms • - ' only. 
Regular Expression Constructors 
The following rules and special characters allow for constructing RE's from atomic RE's: 
A concatenation of RE's matches a concatenation of text strings, each of which is a 
ma.tch for a successive RE in the search pattern. 
\(. · .\) An. RE enclosed between the character sequences \( and \} matches whatever the una-
dorned RE matches, but it also: 
,, 
• 
+ 
? 
\{m\} 
\{m,\} 
\{,n\} 
\{m,n\} 
\n 
1- encapsulates the RE to bound the applicability of the other RE constructors, below. 
2- sav~s the string matched by the enclosed RE in a numbered substring register. Up 
to nme such substrings are accessible at a time in an RE (sec \n. below). 
The parenthesized RE's can be nested. 
This operator specifies an alternative. Two RE's a and b with a '\J' between them 
m~tches anything that either a orb can match. For example, 'Tom\IJerry ' matches the 
stnng 'Torn' or the string 'Jerry' and '\(Tom\jJerry\)X matches either 'TomX' or 'Jer-
ry X'. Note that using the pair of parentheses has the additional side effect of saving the 
matched string ('Tom' or 'Jerry') in a numbered substring register . 
An atomic or encapsulated (i.e., in a pair of parentheses) RE. followed by an asterisk (* ) 
matches zero or more occurrences of the RE. Such a pattern is called a closure. For 
example, [a-z)[a-z]* matches any string of one or more lower-case letters. 
An atomic or encapsulated (i.e., in a pair of parentheses} Rf, followed by a plus ( +) 
matches one or more occurrences of the RE. 
An atomic or encapsulated (i.e., in a pair of parentheses) RE. followed b}' a ttuestion 
ma rk (?) matches zero or one occurrence of the RE. 
An atomic or encapsulated (i.e., in a pair of parentheses) RF followed by \{m\}, \{m,\}. 
\{,n\}, or \{m,n\} is an RE that matches a range of occurrences of the RE. The value~ of m 
and n must be nonnegative integers less than 256: \{m\} matches exactly m occurrences: 
\{m,\} matches at least m occurrences; \{,n\} matches at most 11 <)ccurrences; \{m,n\} 
matches any number of occurrences between m and n . inclusively. Whenever a choice 
exists, the RE matches as many occurrences as possible. 
Matches the contents of the nth substring register fro m the current RF. This provides a 
mechanism for extracting matched substrings. For example. the expression ·\( •. *\)\IS 
matches a unit consisting entirely of two adjacent non-null appearances l)f the -;ame 
string. When nested parenthesi7cd substrings arc present, 11 is d<.'tt:rmincd by c•11mting 
occurrences of\( starting from the left. 
Extracted Values 
An RE has one or more extracted values. Every extra,ctcd value of an Rf is a ~cparate unit by it~elf. 13) 
default, the extracted value of a RE is the string it matc hes. The extracted value of a Rt' nm Ix rcstril·ted to 
a substring of the string it matches, using the extraction operator \" : 
\" An RE, u, which includes a pair of extraction operators matches whatever string it~ 
equivalent RE without the extraction operators, v, would match. The extracted ~.tlue of 
u, however, is the substring of the extracted value of v that matches ihc portwn •ll u 
between the pair of \" operators. 
Thie extracted value of an RE with more than one pair of extraction operators is the 
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sequence of units produced by its sub-RE's, each of which contain only one pair of 
extraction operators. 
Insertion of Literals 
Arbitrary constants can be inserted as literals in the extracted value of a match. 
Any string enclosed between a pair of single quotes is inserted in its place in the 
extracted value of an RE. Literals do not affect the RE matching in any way. 
Appendix B: Language Syntax 
Terminal symbols are enclosed in circles and rounded boxes. Literals are in bold type. Non-terminal sym-
bols are in rectangular boxes. Superscript numbers indicate pages where tlteir corresponding, non-terminals 
are defined (omitted if on the same page). 
language 
global-declaration 4 1------=------.~' 
manifold 
manner 
manifold 
--,,....--------.....,,,..--.::~ manifold-header 21----~ body - ----·--- · ..... 
export 2 atomic-process-header 
~-~ r'\ 
,. atomic ~....;..; • ,,_ , 
~----j ''-..____./ 
~ 
2 import H"'I • --
'-----------301 manifold-header 1-----.-.\_'. ./ \ , __ j 
manner 
export 
body 
2 manner-header 
2 manner-header 
private-declaration 4 
body l--------
__ _J 
,-----·- , 
import 
"----- . 
block 6 
________ ./ 
--
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manifold-header 
- - ------ manifold-name 13 j....,,.....- ------------------....,,0----,,--
manner-header 
manner 
parameter13 
manner-name 13 
parameter 13 
public-declaration 4 
---;;------ ~ manif-param-decl 
public-declaration 4 
dynamic-declaration5 
dynamic-declarations 
atomic-process-header ~-----~ 
manif-param-decl 
--------;>'""i  type-and-namelist-declaration 3 
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type-and-namelist-declaration 
process process-name 13 signature 
port 
' 
event 
signature 
argtype 
argtype 
process 
port in 
out 
event 
group 
manner 
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manner-param-decl 
type-and-namelist-declaration 3 
group 
manner 1---.,,..-~ manner-call-name 13 
global-declaration 
process-declaration 5 
- ----3>-I event-declaration 5 
----~ perman·ent-declaration 5 
public-declaration 
---~--- port-declaration 5 
event-declaration 5 
private-declaration 
process-declaration5 
----~ event-declaration 5 
----~ permanent-declarations 
----------;;..! deref-declaration 5 
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dynamic-declaration 
type-and-namelist-declaration 3 dynamic 
process-declaration 
process process-name 13 manifold-name 13 
event-declaration=( 
- . event ) ( ·I event-id 6 ) 
'----'8~E 
port-declaration 
port 
autoftush 
in 
out 
13 port-name 
buffer-description 13 r-----,.-- ..-
permanent-declaration ""( ) ~-_P_e_r_m_a_n_e_n_t__ .--- .....,/.....---4 proce~-~a. me~-.)::----->>-
t~___,( ' _  ,,___- ~-
de ref-declaration 
type-and-namelist-declaration 3 
'-....__./' 
~ 
de ref 9 port 
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block 
label 
labe·I 
event-id 
predefined-event-label 7 
event-id 
--~----iS>t event-name 13 
------;"'"4 special-event 
-------c:>l predefined-event 7 
event name 
. 8 
action 
11 
manner-call 
ignore 
save 
special-event 
-------~~~ noevent ~~------------------------~ 
predefined-event 
predefined-event-label 
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abort 
break 
terminate 
start 
bad unit 
badrefunit 
connected i 
connected o 
dead 
death 
disconnected _i 
disconnected_ o 
returned 
terminate 
unresolved 
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source 
----=:- ----3"1 process-id 9 
---'3"1 port-name 13 '------' 
action 
pipeline 
isolated-action 12 ~--~-----------------
pipeline 
10 
expr 
out-action 11 
port-or-group 
process-or-port 9 
group 
group-name 13 
group 
action 
process-or-port 
port 
process-id 
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process-id 
port 
implicit-activation10 
constant 
void 
13 port-name 
process-id port-name 13 
process-name 13 1-------,..----------------
self 
parent 
system 
event_source 
atomic source 
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expr 
prefix-operator 
~o_p_e_ra_n_d _ _..l l 
infix-operator 
operand 
process-or-port 9 
expr 
implicit-activation 
~-------
___ .,,.. manifold-name 13 
actual-param 
left-matchfix-opr actual-pa ram (right-matchfix-opr ) 
actual-param 
-------~ event-id 6 
action 8 
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out-action 
activate process-name13 !'\--------------- - ___,,,... 
deactivate 
get unit 
process-id 9 
port-name 13 
f--...-----i process-id 9 
manner-call 
manner-call-name 13 
manner-name 13 
port-name 13 
event-id 6 
12 
act-manner-param 
act-manner-param 12 '---"""- infix-operator 
12 
act-manner-param 
prefix-operator 
left-matchfix-opr act-manner-param 
12 
12 
act-manner-param 
right-matchfix-opr 
act-manner-param 
isolated-action 
do 
raise 
guard 
return 
halt 
abort 
event-id 6 
action8 
shutdown 
cancel 
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event-name 13 
predefined-event-label 7 
special-event 6 
event name 
event-id 6 
port-name 13 event-id 6 
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manifold-name 
- - -----.,.( identifie0.,...------------------------> 
manner-name 
_____ ___,.,.~(identitie01------------------------""' 
parameter 
------->( identifie0r------------------------~> 
process-name 
- ----------..( identifiei)>------------------------;>~ 
port-name 
- ---- --""( identifier)r------------------------> 
event-name 
_____ _____ .,. ( identifier)r-----------------------=-
group-name 
_______ ,, ( identifiei)r-----------------------> 
manner-call-name 
_______ ,, ( identifiei)r----- --------------- - ---:.. 
buffer-description 
------------:;;.. ( regular-expression )r-------------------; ... , . 
